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Kurzfassung

Die Lightfeld-Bildgebung ist ein aufkommendes Gebiet im Bereich Computational
Imaging. Ihr Anwendungsgebiet reicht dabei von der Fotogra�e und Mikroskopie
bis hin zur industriellen Bildgebung. Die Hauptidee besteht darin, dass gleichzeitig
räumliche und winkelabhängige Strahlungsinformation auf einen 2-dimensionalen
Sensor aufgenommen wird. Das Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es, ein Bildgebendes Sys-
tem zu entwickeln, das das Linienscanverfahren, das in der automatischen Inspek-
tion genutzt wird, mit Lichtfeldbildgebung kombiniert, und dessen Leistung zu
evaluieren.
Zu Beginn der Arbeit wird die Theorie der Lichtfelder diskutiert und eine schlüs-

sige mathematische Formulierung vorgestellt. Danach wird das Prinzip des Sys-
tems erklärt und der Winkelbereich, die Winkelau�ösung, die Tiefenau�ösung und
die Tiefenschärfe werden hergeleitet. Ausserdem wird ein alternatives System
vorgeschlagen, das eine Schlitzblende verwendet, um den Winkelbereich zu ver-
grössern. Es werden sowohl die Vor- und Nachteile beider Systeme, als auch Nach-
bearbeitungssschritte, wie die Flachfeldkorrektur oder das Demosaicing, diskutiert.
Schliesslich wird der Tiefenschätzungsalgorithmus kurz beschrieben. Die System-
leisutng und die Tiefenau�ösung werden sowohl durch ein Ground-truth-objekt als
auch in realistischen Szenarien evaluiert. Die Möglichkeit, verschiedene Ansichten
zu generieren, wird durch Optical Variable Devices (OVDs) demonstriert.

Abstract

Light-�eld imaging is an emerging area of computational imaging, whose appli-
cations range from photography through microscopy to industrial imaging. Its
main idea lies in multiplexing spatial and angular radiance information onto a
2-dimensional sensor. The aim of this thesis is to construct an imaging system
combining the line-scan acquisition process used in automatic visual inspection
with light-�eld imaging and assess its performance for a variety of inspection sce-
narios.



First, the thesis examines the theory of light �elds, presenting a concise mathe-
matical description. Secondly, the principle of the system is explained and angular
range, depth resolution and depth-of-�eld is derived. Additionally, an alternative
system with a slit aperture is proposed to enhance the angular range. Advantages
and drawbacks of both setups are discussed, including post-processing steps such
as �at-�eld correction and demosaicing. Finally, a short description of the depth
estimation algorithm is given. System performance and depth resolution is evalu-
ated using a ground truth object as well as in real-case scenarios. The multi-view
capability is demonstrated on Optical Variable Devices (OVDs).
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1 Introduction

1.1 Multiview imaging

Photography can be seen as one of the most important inventions of the 19th cen-
tury. Since then, it penetrated nearly every aspect of science, technology and our
everyday lives. It provides us with an opportunity to capture and reproduce what
we see with our eyes as well as the possibility to study what cannot be seen nat-
urally, either because of the insu�cient resolution of our eyes (microscopy), their
limited spectral range (x-ray imaging) or a completely di�erent imaging mech-
anism (magnetic resonance imaging). Nevertheless, there is at least one aspect
where human vision is superior to most traditional imaging techniques - the fact
that we have two eyes enables us (after the necessary post-processing in the brain)
to see our environment in three dimensions. Researchers tried to reproduce this
capability since the invention of the stereograph by Sir Charles Wheatstone in 1833
[Whe38], however, it was not until the end of 20th century, that computers could
at least partially replace the human brain in inferring depth information indirectly
from two or more views, mimicking human vision.
As these methods evolved, so did their applicability in machine vision. Machine

vision deals with automated imaging-based inspection and analysis of manufac-
tured goods, often with high demands on reliability and quality, e.g. for the qual-
ity control of various types of materials, medical devices, printed-circuit boards
(PCBs) or even banknotes. Many of these objects are 3-dimensional, and need
to be inspected in their entirety. For these, it is only natural to choose an imag-
ing system providing depth information for their inspection, which in turn often
requires obtaining information on multiple viewing and/or illumination angles.
To this day, a broad variety of optical techniques was developed to obtain mul-

tiple views. One that ranges among the most prominent is stereo imaging, which
builds upon the aforementioned stereograph and assumes the su�ciency of two 2-
dimensional images to reconstruct depth information in the computer using stereo
matching algorithms. The goal of these algorithms, namely to �nd corresponding
object points in the stereo image pair and determining their mutual distance (the
so-called disparity), constitutes a very large topic in the �eld of computational
imaging. A multitude of stereo matching algorithms have been proposed in the
past (see e.g. [NSG07], [SS02] or [Tip+13]), which are able to deliver acceptable
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performance and results for many machine vision applications. However, most of
them are restricted in their accuracy by only using two views of the scene. This
may cause problems when dealing with repeatable patterns, as is often the case
in automated inspection (take for example printed matter, such as banknotes), as
well as with situations where a part of the scene is occluded in one of the views.
Structure from motion (SfM) is a technique which explicitly requires movement

in order to derive depth information from a sequence of 2-dimensional images
(video) [Del+00]. There are two possibilities to do this: either by �rst deriving
trajectories (i.e. correspondences) between certain points of the scene in multiple
images and then trying to reconstruct 3-dimensional information, or reconstructing
depth directly without a-priori knowledge of correspondences, e.g. by using a
maximum likelihood method.
Another popular and widely used, but wholly di�erent technique is holography,

originally developed by Gabor in 1948 [Gab48]. Holography di�ers from many
other imaging methods by typically requiring coherent light of a single wavelength
to capture both amplitude and phase of the recorded light, which can in turn
be used to reconstruct a 3-dimensional image. The reconstruction can be per-
formed either optically by illuminating the hologram with light of the recording
wavelength, or computationally [ML02]. The computational method is especially
interesting for automated inspection, as it works without any additional illumi-
nation steps. A big advantage of holograms is that they inherently contain any
possible view from a limited, but continuous viewpoint range. The disadvantage
lies in the complex calculations involved in the reconstruction. This makes the
implementation of real-time holographic imaging tedious at best.
As it turns out, the usability of the various multiview methods in industrial

imaging varies according to the application and the requirements, such as depth
resolution or stability of the results. If, however, a system were built which would
provide reliable depth information while at the same time eliminating some funda-
mental disadvantages (e.g. the ambiguity of the correspondence problem in stereo
imaging or the dependence on monochromatic light, as in holography), it would
constitute a major step in the context of 3-dimensional imaging.

1.2 Light �elds

Thinking in the context of ray optics, having multiple views of a particular scene
corresponds to recording rays entering the imaging device from di�erent directions
separately. The more views one wants to obtain, the more separate ray directions
have to be captured. In the limiting case of capturing a continuous range of
directions on a continuous spatial interval, we speak of recording the light-�eld
function on that interval. The light-�eld function is, as many descriptions of
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Figure 1.1: Graphical visualization of Lippmann's idea [Lip08]. An arbitrary ob-
ject point A is imaged on several points a in multiple microscopic im-
ages. The positions depend on the position of A w.r.t. the imaging
system.

continua in physics, an arti�cial concept. It provides the basic means to describe
a set of light rays by a single function. When capturing a light-�eld by a light-
�eld imaging device, in fact the light-�eld function is sampled at discrete points.
A variety of such devices have been designed in the past century. The next few
sections will provide an overview of those.

1.3 Light-�eld imaging using pinhole- and

microlens-arrays

In order to sample the light-�eld function, one has to capture information in the an-
gular direction as well as in the spatial direction simultaneously on a 2-dimensional
sensor (or, as of earlier, on a photoplate). The �rst invention for such an acquisi-
tion came from Gabriel Lippmann, a Nobel Prize laureate for color photography
and the advisor of Marie Skªodowska-Curie, in 1908. His main idea was to place a
set of microlenses on a specially shaped photo emulsion, creating an optical system
similar to an insect's eye. Each of the microlenses produces a microscopic image
on the spherically shaped emulsion behind it (albeit each from a slightly di�erent
viewing angle), thus e�ectively creating multiple cameras on one photo emulsion.
As one can see in Fig.1.1, an object point A which is in focus w.r.t. the system, is
imaged multiple times on the emulsion, each time under a slightly di�erent angle
and in a slightly di�erent position in the microscopic images. When looking at
the developed plaque from the capturing side, the microscopic images produce a
converging bundle of light rays, i.e. an image, at the position of A. Thus, for
reconstruction of the 3-dimensional structure of the captured scene, the observer
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needs only to look at the emulsion from the same side as it was captured, in an
arbitrary distance and lit from behind by a di�use light source (Lippmann talks
about holding the plaque against a piece of di�use glass), and he is able to see a
particular view of the captured scene. This is in contrast to holography, where the
observer has to look through the hologram to see the reconstructed object, while
the illumination is placed on the same side as during recording. Lippmann called
his method integral photography, because the observed image is integrated from
the multitude of microscopic images on the emulsion. However, from today's point
of view, the terms �integral photography� and �light-�eld imaging� are synonyms
and �light-�eld imaging� will be used throughout this work to avoid confusion.
While Lippmann himself was unable to manufacture an actual working prototype

of his system because of the technology at that time and the complexity of the
emulsion surface, Sokolov [Sok11] manufactured an integral imaging system based
on a much simpler idea, namely pinhole cameras (see Fig.1.2). By choosing a
conical pinhole camera array over the much more complex microlens-based array
and placing it directly over the sensor, he constructed the �rst practical light-�eld
imaging setup. However, because of the pinhole approach, the system su�ered
greatly from the long exposure times required to do an actual acquisition.
Much later, Ives [Ive30] combined the idea of Sokolov's pinhole-based light-�eld

system with a large main lens placed in front of the lenslet- or pinhole-array. This
changed the way one could think about the light-�eld by changing the structure
of the captured data.
In his setup the main lens is focused on the pinholes, while the sensor plane lies

slightly behind the pinholes. Thus, the resulting image on the photographic �lm
is completely defocused. The beauty of the system lies in the separation between
spatial and angular information on the resulting image. Looking at Fig.1.3, it
becomes clear that the image on the image plane is composed of multiple micro-
images, each corresponding to a single pinhole. The position in the micro-image
determines the angle, at which light passed through the pinhole.
A particular disadvantage of Ives' system is the fact that the spatial resolution

of the image is restricted by the number of pinholes. Another technical di�culty
which needs to be taken care of is the adjustment of the F-number of the main
lens w.r.t. the spacing of the pinholes, in such a way, that the micro-images do not
overlap, but are spaced to �ll out the image area, to record the maximum amount
of information.
Later in the 20th century, more variations of the previous methods surfaced,

such as light-�eld imaging with di�raction lenses [Vil89]. However, in 1992, a true
breakthrough in light-�eld imaging was achieved as Adelson considered processing
and enhancing the information contained in the light-�elds computationally. In
particular, he was the �rst to render multiple views of a scene out of light-�eld
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Figure 1.2: Pinhole camera array by Sokolov [Sok11]. N depicts a photo plate with
a conical-shaped pinhole array on top of it. Two objects A and S get
imaged on di�erent parts of the photographic plate, thus multiple small
images of the scene are created. By looking at the exposed plate from
the other direction (lit by a di�use light source), the scene is recreated
on the same side as it was imaged.

Figure 1.3: Pinhole camera by Ives.
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Figure 1.4: Adelson's setup, as presented in [AW92]. From Adelson's paper: �The
object at the left is imaged by the main lens onto a lenticular array,
behind which lies a sensor array such as a CCD. Each lenticule gathers
light over one macropixel and forms a microimage of the main lens
aperture on the sensor elements beneath it. The �eld lens places the
main lens aperture at optical in�nity from the lenticules so that rays
from the center of the main lens are imaged in the center of each
microimage. A weak di�user may also be used (shown here in front
of the main lens but really placed in the main lens aperture plane) to
prevent aliasing due to the sampling of the image by the lenticules. The
weak di�user is designed to blur the image very slightly with a point
spread function roughly as wide as the spacing between lenticules.�

data on a computer, and subsequently perform 3-D reconstruction [AW92]. His
system used a combination of a large main lens, microlenses and a �eld lens. On
the image in Fig.1.4, one can see that the system is setup such that the image
plane of the main lens corresponds with the lenslet plane, with the lenslets focused
on in�nity. This makes it similar to the pinhole system proposed by Ives, with the
additional advantage of more light transmission.

A wide variety of light-�eld imaging systems using computational post-processing
emerged afterwards. For example, Ng [Ng+05] presented a hand-held light-�eld
camera for computational refocusing. In the camera, which is otherwise identical
to Adelson's camera, the �eld lens was ditched in the setup in favor of a lighter,
more compact system. Otherwise, the principles of the system remain the same,
with the main lens being focused on the microlenses and the microlenses being
focused on in�nity, resulting in a raw image as seen in Fig.1.5.
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Figure 1.5: Image obtained by Ng's hand-held plenoptic camera: (A) Raw im-
age, (B) Close-up view of the raw image. Notice that the pink pixels
(corresponding to the clasped hand in the raw image) are completely
defocused. This is an area in the image which is focused by the main
lens, whereas the other pixels which contain more or less sharp edges
are placed further or nearer to the camera. Courtesy of [Ng+05].
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Figure 1.6: The focused plenoptic camera ray diagram, courtesy of [LG09].

A further improvement in light-�eld imaging was achieved by Georgiev et al.
[LG09]. This work addressed the major shortcoming of previous plenoptic cameras,
namely their reduced lateral resolution in comparison to standard photographs.
Georgiev proposed a novel light-�eld imaging system, which doesn't constrain
lateral resolution to the number of microlenses. It also makes use of a main lens and
a microlens array, but in this case, the main lens is not focused on the microlenses,
but rather on an intermediate image plane, with the microlenses also being focused
on the same image plane (for clari�cation, see Fig.1.6). The microlenses then act
as a relay imaging system with the main lens by imaging individual parts of the
image plane on the sensor. If the image plane of the main lens is replaced by
the actual imaged scene, the setup is similar to the camera array setup mentioned
earlier. The microimages on the sensor are now focused, and the spatio-angular
trade-o� (i.e. the balance between spatial and angular resolution) is not anymore
determined by the number of microlenses and the number of pixels under each
microlens, but rather can be freely chosen by varying the geometry of the setup
(i.e. the distances a and b between the main image plane, the microlenses and the
sensor, respectively). The di�erence in rendering is that the angular samples of
one particular point of the scene are now sampled by di�erent microlenses, rather
than by a single microlens, as is the case in Ives' plenoptic camera. Fig.1.7 shows
the raw sensor image of the captured light-�eld as well as a view rendered from
this light-�eld.
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Figure 1.7: Gerogiev's Focused Plenoptic Camera. (A) Raw image recorded on the
sensor. (B) Closeup view of the raw image. Obviously, the image is
focused, as opposed to Fig.1.5. (C) An arbitrary view rendered from
the light-�eld using the "focused plenoptic algorithm". Courtesy of
[LG09].

1.4 Camera arrays

When sampling the light-�eld using only a microlens array, as in Lippmann's
setup, actually an array of cameras is being emulated. Thus it is not a far-fetched
idea to capture light-�elds using a real array of cameras. However, such a setup
only samples the light �eld sparsely, in contrast to the microlens setup, which
might introduce aliasing e�ects when reconstructing the views. Although a camera
array is typically large and bulky, it is capable of recording dynamic scenes in a
resolution which is much higher than the resolution of microlens- or pinhole-based
plenoptic cameras because of the large combined resolutions of all sensors in the
system. However, the multitude of cameras used requires precise adjustment,
post-processing and registration of the images (e.g. �nding the overlaps in all
individual images) to produce a light-�eld which can then further be used for
additional computational tasks. Additionally, each camera has to be corrected for
aberrations, as opposed to the microlens setups which only require the main lens
to have high correction.
An example for such a system can be found in [Wil+05]. In that work, a 12×8-

array of 30 Hz video cameras is used. The cameras are triggered consequently
9 times during each interval to increase the frame rate of the recorded video.
Making use of the higher spatio-temporal sampling and optical �ow algorithms,
video quality was shown to be largely improved. Additionally, in this way a light-
�eld video was recorded for the �rst time, enabling e�ects such as the famous
�bullet-time� known from the movie Matrix. Additional e�ects were achieved by
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setting di�erent apertures and exposure times for the individual cameras in the
array. In this way, �hybrid aperture� images were captured, utilizing di�erent
apertures in di�erent parts of the image.

1.5 Light-�eld microscopy

Various approaches to bring light-�eld technology into the microscopic world have
been explored recently, most notably [Lev+06] for the investigation of biological
�uorescent samples, as well as [GAS09] for the in-vivo imaging of calcium dy-
namics in neurons of a �larval zebra�sh watching a prey-like stimulus�. In this
paper, light-�eld imaging was chosen because of its ability to reconstruct the (�u-
orescent) sample volume without the need of a scanning technique, thus enabling
in-vivo imaging, which was anticipated by the researchers. A custom microscope
was built for this task, using a 63x 0.9 NA water immersion objective, as well as
a microlens array, which was placed on the intermediate image plane of the mi-
croscope, and a charge-coupled device (CCD) sensor placed on the image plane of
the microlenses. A rate of 4fps was achieved using this setup, which was deemed
appropriate for the required task. After the acquisition, the video data were pro-
cessed with Independent Component Analysis (ICA) to localize the stimulus. The
method described is in many ways similar to methods used in Functional Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (fMRI). Another very recent result in this research area is pre-
sented in [Pre+14]. In this paper, 3-D calcium neuronal imaging with a resolution
capable of recording single neurons was performed in a whole Caenorhabditis ele-
gans, as well as on the brain of a larval zebra�sh with a reconstructed area of cca.
700× 700× 200µm.
These examples of microscopic light-�eld imaging serve to illustrate the multi-

plicity of applications of this technology. Concerning industrial microscopy, how-
ever, there is only one available known light-�eld system, produced by the company
Raytrix [Gmb14b]. This system uses a standard microscopic objective, together
with a microlens array, this time according to the focused plenoptic camera prin-
ciple discussed above, which is capable of delivering higher resolutions than the
standard defocused setup. Although this system seems to have very good resolv-
ing power, it can only be used in area-scan imaging. Furthermore, its cost is
prohibitive for wide-spread usage.
Although light-�elds in microscopy continue to be a promising technique be-

cause of the ability of in-vivo 3-D imaging with relatively high frequencies, they
su�er under the restriction that most microscopic objectives are in�nity-corrected,
i.e. they possess no intermediate image plane. Thus, without the use of additional
optical elements, the recording of a light-�eld is not possible. Another shortcom-
ing of the technique concerning volume reconstruction is the fact that light-�elds
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are only strictly de�ned in a space free of occluders. This leads to artifacts when
reconstructing biological samples, which, although usually transparent, tend to
scatter light rays in the volume. Another, even more fundamental disadvantage is
connected to the wave-like nature of light on small scales. This restricts the reso-
lution not only in the lateral direction, but also along the optical axis, and leads
to lower depth resolutions in the reconstructed images. A recent paper [Bro+13]
addresses this problem and proposes a deconvolution algorithm, capable of deliv-
ering very high-quality volume reconstruction by making use of the knowledge of
the point-spread function (PSF) of the system.

1.6 Techniques related to light-�eld imaging

There are other techniques which make use of light-�elds without mentioning them
explicitly, such as the Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor [PS01]. This is a wave-
front sensor measuring perturbations in optical wavefronts by using a microlens
array focused on a (typically) CCD sensor. For a perfectly planar wavefront, light
is focused exactly behind the microlenses. Lateral deviations of these spots from
the central position then indicate the direction of the wavefront at the recorded
position. Thus, the system practically records the incoming light-�eld (its origins
lie in the year 1900, even earlier than Lippmann's integral imaging system). Usage
of the Shack-Hartmann sensor ranges from determining and improving the optical
quality of telescopes and satellite images through testing laser beams for quality
all the way to measuring the pro�le of the cornea in ophthalmology (by projecting
a point source onto the retina and measuring the re�ected wavefront).

Another approach, similar to our line-scan light-�eld system (which will be in-
troduced in the next chapter), albeit on a completely di�erent scale, is the push
broom (PB) principle used in remote sensing [Pet05]. Push Broom imaging uses
sensors mounted on an aircraft or satellite recording multiple lines with single op-
tics, where each line obtains a slightly di�erent angular view of the earth's surface.
While the individual lines usually record multiple spectral ranges, in the High Res-
olution Stereo Camera (HRSC) on the Mars Express Spacecraft [Jau+07], these
are also used to obtain 3-D information about the surface. Although such sensors
typically do not provide more than three di�erent views, the system can be con-
sidered as a very sparse 3-D light-�eld acquisition system. Push Broom imaging
is, in fact, most related to our previously published mirror-based multi-line-scan
camera which provides three views of an inspected object for stereo processing
with a large angular di�erence between the individual views [H�H13].
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1.7 Light-�elds in machine vision?

Having described these light-�eld setups, it is important to decide which of these
setups would �t into the context of automatic inspection. It turns out that for
some inspection scenarios, a good choice would be to use a 4-D light-�eld acquisi-
tion system using microlenses, which can be adapted to di�erent scales and needs.
Given a precise setup and su�cient surface structure, it provides digital refocusing
and absolute depth estimation with a single camera and a single chip. On the other
hand, it su�ers from reduced resolution, which is often a prohibiting disadvantage.
Furthermore, it requires recalculating the image data in order to generate synthetic
views of the objects, adding to the complexity of the algorithmic steps. Addition-
ally, the acquisition speed of microlens systems is relatively slow because of the
requirement to illuminate and read out large chip areas. Therefore, the need arises
for a system which would provide a compromise between the achievable speed and
the amount of data generated, which would be compact and durable to withstand
the harsh conditions often encountered in manufacturing facilities and which would
be speci�cally designed for in-line inspection to allow inspection without human
intervention.

1.8 Thesis overview

The thesis is divided in two main parts:

1. Theoretical background on light �elds (Chapter 2).

2. Experimental part focusing on the line-scan light-�eld imaging system (Chap-
ters 3-5).

In Chapter 2, a rigorous de�nition of the light-�eld function is given, various
formulations of light �elds in literature are discussed, light �elds of some simple
wavefronts are presented to gain an intuitive understanding and an overview about
the behavior of the light-�eld function under various transformations, such as free-
space travel or lens refraction, is provided.
Further, Chapter 3 explains the principle of our line-scan light-�eld system and

derives its various properties, such as how it samples the light �eld, as well as
the achievable depth resolution, angular range and angular resolution. It also
introduces an alternative line-scan light-�eld setup with a slit aperture inserted
between the object and the camera.
In the following chapter, the methodology of this work is presented along with

a detailed description of the actual setup. Acquisition and illumination is dis-
cussed in detail, as well as computational correction methods applied to the light
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�eld. Afterwards, the algorithms used for depth estimation and all-in-focus image
composition are discussed.
Chapter 5 presents and discusses the results of visual inspection of a variety

of di�erent objects, including a detailed depth resolution analysis using a ground
truth object, while Chapter 6 concludes the thesis.
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2 Description of light-�elds

2.1 Traditional imaging and light-�elds

When speaking of capturing images on a 2-dimensional sensor, as is the case for
example in traditional photography, each pixel of the sensor captures light coming
from all directions permitted by the optics passing through the respective pixel
position. Thus, one can imagine this as photons causing a charge proportional to
the integral of the energy of all photons hitting the pixel, i.e.

I(x, y) =

∫
A

∫
θ

∫
φ

psensor(x, y, θ, φ)dφdθdxdy (2.1)

where psensor(x, y, θ, φ) is the photon distribution on the sensor plane for photons
coming from the direction described by the angles (θ, φ) and A corresponds to the
area of one pixel. This approach to imaging is thus integral in the sense that no
information about the radiance in speci�c directions is retained.
However, there are other possibilities of capturing radiance on a sensor. In fact,

it is possible to arbitrarily divide up the area of the sensor to record both spatial
information, such as in traditional photography, and angular information about
the direction of photons registered by the system. Such a system mathematically
samples a 4-dimensional function, whose two dimensions correspond to spatial
and two dimensions to angular resolution, respectively. This function, labeled
L(x, y, θ, φ), is called the 4-dimensional light-�eld function. There is another type
of light-�eld function, called the 3-dimensional light-�eld function, which has one
of the angular dimensions omitted, i.e. L(x, y, θ). This type of light-�eld function
is used in our line-scan light-�eld acquisition setup and will be treated in detail
in Chapter 3. Of course, sampling the light �eld instead of a �at image on the
same sensor leads to a subsequent reduction in spatial resolution, and is in fact
a fundamental limit in light-�eld imaging (see [Geo+06] for further information).
Additionally, the choice of sampling frequency, both in the spatial and the angular
direction, is crucial to artifact-free light �elds, and has to be chosen to conform
with the sampling theorem (more details about this can be found in Sec.4.1.4).
Mathematically, the sampled points of a light-�eld function constitute the (4-

D- or 3-D-)tensor L. Even though one cannot directly visualize the light-�eld
tensor because of its high dimensionality, if one chooses a speci�c angular direction
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Figure 2.1: The 5-dimensional plenoptic function P (x, y, z, θ, φ).

(θi, φi), L(x, y, θi, φi) corresponds to a particular view of the scene, as if viewed
from the desired direction. In a similar way, one can choose a speci�c xi and θi,
obtaining a 2-dimensional light-�eld slice L(xi, y, θi, φ). Such a slice of L is called
Epipolar-Plane Image-view or shortly EPI, referencing to the correspondence of
this structure and the epipolar geometry known from stereo. Alternatively, one
can choose a speci�c yi and φi and obtain a similar EPI, this time in the other
dimension. In this work, EPIs will be used for obtaining depth information from
the light �eld.

2.2 Parametrization

The notion of the light-�eld function developed from a more general concept, that
of the plenoptic function [AB91]. The plenoptic function P (x, y, z, θ, φ, t, λ) is a
7-dimensional function describing every possible light ray passing through a partic-
ular space-time. Hereby, t denotes time, λ the wavelength, and (x, y, z) is the point
through which a light ray with the direction (θ, φ) is passing. If wavelength and
time are omitted (corresponding to a stationary scene), P (x, y, z, θ, φ) becomes a
5-dimensional function (see Fig.2.1). This function contains all radiometric infor-
mation available in (x, y, z).
It was pointed out by Levoy and Hanrahan [LH96] that one dimension of this

function is redundant, if the imaged region of space is free of occluders, as the
radiance of a given ray does not change in free space. Thus, if one restricts to such
free-space environments, one can express the angular variations of radiance with
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Figure 2.2: Parametrizations of the light-�eld function: (A) Two-plane
parametrization, (B) Sphere light slab parametrization.

a 4-dimension function, the light-�eld function L which is far easier to capture.
There are various possibilities of parametrizing this function, and one possi-

bility was already pointed out, namely L(x, y, θ, φ). This parametrization, while
being the most common one, restricts to thinking in the means of angles and po-
sitions. Another, frequently used parametrization is L(u, v, s, t), also called the
Two-plane parametrization (see Fig.2.2A). In this parametrization, the light ray
is described by two parallel planes lying at a speci�ed distance from each other.
Tuples (u, v) and (s, t) correspond to the two points, where the light ray crosses
these planes, respectively. This parametrization is very convenient to work with
it from a computational point of view [LH96], since the (u, v)-plane can be imag-
ined to correspond to the lens plane of an imaging system and the (s, t)-plane to
the sensor plane. A shortcoming would be that it clearly cannot parametrize all
rays in R3, e.g. rays lying parallel to the planes or rays travelling in the opposite
direction, which, however, is not a major disadvantage, as these light rays aren't
imaged anyway.
In theory, any mathematical way of describing lines in R3 is conceivable as a

light-�eld parametrization. As another example, Figure 2.2B shows the Sphere
light slab parametrization, mentioned in [WL02]. This parametrization uses inter-
section points of light rays with a spherical surface.
Of course, one has to keep in mind that all presented parametrizations are

dealing with photons traveling in a certain direction along a precisely speci�ed
line, ignorant of the quantum-mechanical nature of these particles, their respec-
tive Heisenberg uncertainty and in turn, their wave-like properties. Thus, the
treatment of light-�elds in this way corresponds to ray optics, a very simpli�ed
model of optics, which is nevertheless e�ective when dealing with macroscopic
scenes.
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Figure 2.3: 1-dimensional light-�eld function for: (A) a point source, (B) a plane
wave, (C) a spherical wavefront.

2.3 Light-�elds of simple wavefronts

In this section, some important light-�eld functions will be presented, which build
up a stronger intuition about the light-�eld function. In the following, we will
restrict ourselves to a 1-dimensional world, i.e. to a 2-dimensional light-�eld, with
one spatial and one angular dimension. This simpli�es the situation without loss
of generality (the same concepts can be applied to 3 dimensions). The discussion
closely follows a paper by Oh et al. [Oh+10].

2.3.1 Light-�eld of a point source

The notion of a point source comes from continuous electrodynamics and is de�ned
as an inde�nitely small point radiating light in every direction of space. In other
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words, the point source emits spherical waves. This leads to the light-�eld function

L(x, θ) = Rδ(x− x′), (2.2)

where R is the radiance, x′ is the location of the point source and δ is the Dirac
delta-distribution. The function is shown graphically in Fig.2.3A. The extension
of the equation for n sources is trivial:

L(x, θ) =
∑
n

Rnδ(x− x′n). (2.3)

In this case, Rn are the radiances of the inidividual sources. However, it must be
kept in mind that light-�elds provide a ray-optical description of light. Thus, no
coherence e�ects are considered and the light-�eld can only describe incoherent
light. Light emitting from an ideal point source is necessarily (spatially) coherent.
Therefore interference e�ects will play a role and the light-�eld description does not
model the physical reality any more. Although not treated here, there are multiple
papers considering a de�nition of light-�elds in wave optics. At the moment, the
Wigner distribution, originally de�ned in statistical mechanics, seems to be the
most promising candidate because of its similarities to the light-�eld function.
The reader is referred to [Bas79; Oh+10; ZL09] for further information.

2.3.2 Light-�eld of a plane wave

Plane waves are waves traveling in a single direction whose wavefront is a plane.
Equivalently, in ray optics, these are rays in every point of space with the same
direction. Therefore, their light-�eld function reads:

L(x, θ) = Rδ(θ − θ′). (2.4)

R stands for the total radiance of the plane wave. Fig.2.3B shows the visualization.
It is interesting to note that the light-�eld function for a plane wave is rotated 90
degrees w.r.t. the light-�eld function of the point-source. As will be shown in the
next section, as the distance from a point-source increases, the light-�eld function
slowly rotates in the direction of the plane-wave function. This is a well-known
e�ect in wave optics: spherical waves emitted from a point source locally resemble
plane waves in a large distance from the source.

2.3.3 Light-�eld of a spherical wavefront

The spherical wavefront is the wavefront of a point-source in some distance from
it. As it is in some sense lying between the point-source case and the plane-wave
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case, its light-�eld function experiences a shear between 0 and 90 degrees:

L(x, θ) = Rδ(ax− bθ). (2.5)

Here, a and b are factors that determine the incline of the light-�eld function and
dependent on the curvature of the wavefront. A graphical representation of the
function is found in Fig.2.3C. This dependency will be further explained in the
next section.

2.4 Light-�eld transforms

In this section, functionals are introduced, which transform the light-�eld function
when being refracted on a lens or traveling through free-space. These functionals,
or light-�eld transforms, shall prove useful when studying ray paths in the line-
scan light-�eld system later in Chapter 3. Furthermore, the same theory can also
be applied to the wave-optical equivalent of the light-�eld, the Wigner distribu-
tion function, or, alternatively, to the augmented light-�eld function introduced
in [Oh+10]. This makes studying light-�eld systems using this formalism very
versatile. As in the previous section, this discussion is motivated by [Oh+10] as
well as [Bas79].
A general light-�eld transform for a 1-dimensional light-�eld function is de�ned

as
L2(x2, θ2) =

∫ ∫
T (x2, θ2, x1, θ1)L1(x1, θ1)dx1dθ1, (2.6)

where T is the light-�eld transformation function, which is 4-dimensional for one-
dimensional light-�elds and 8-dimensional for 4-dimensional light-�elds, L1 is the
original light-�eld function and L2 is the transformed light-�eld function. The
output of the transform is a new transformed light-�eld function.
In order to �nd out the transformation function in concrete cases, a technique

known from ray optics as Ray Transfer Matrix Analysis (RTMA) is applied (see
e.g. [GB94]). This technique makes use of the fact that the most common trans-
formations of light rays are linear, and can be expressed as matrix calculations,
with the additional constraint of paraxial approximation. In RTMA, a light ray
is described as a 2-dimensional vector l = (x, θ), where x stands for an arbitrary
point on the ray, while θ stands for the angular direction of the ray. Both x and θ
are hereby vectors themselves when dealing with more than one dimension. As in
the previous discussions, we will consider x and θ to be 1-dimensional for simplic-
ity. In this case, the transformation matrices are two-times-two square matrices(
a b
c d

)
. Their exact form can be easily deduced by calculating the result of the

well-known equations (e.g. the thin-lens equation) and then solving for a, b, c, d.
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The transformation of the light ray after passing through the whole system can be
calculated by multiplying the matrices of the corresponding optical elements.
Comparing RTMA with light-�elds, it becomes clear that these two descriptions

share many properties, e.g., identical parametrization of light rays in RTMA and
light-�eld functions. Therefore, it is an obvious choice to derive light-�eld trans-
formation functions from RTMA matrices. Some examples will be shown next.

2.4.1 Free-space transform

The transform which has to be applied when comparing the light-�eld functions
of two di�erent parallel planes, separated by a distance d from each other by a
medium with a constant refractive index (e.g. air or water), is called the free-space
transform. In RTMA, the free-space travel matrix is de�ned as(

1 d
0 1

)
. (2.7)

This means that the radiance r(x, θ) is transformed to r(x+ dθ, θ). From this, the
light-�eld free-space transform follows:

L(x2, θ1) =

∫
δ(x1 − x2 + dθ1)L(x1, θ1)dx1. (2.8)

The integral over θ from the general de�nition was dropped, since that parameter
does not change during the transformation. In other words, the direction of the
light-�eld remains constant. However, x shifts in the direction of θ by the amount
given by d. Graphically, the free-space transform causes a shear of the light-�eld
function in the direction of θ1.

2.4.2 Refraction on a �at interface

At the interface between two mediums with di�erent refractive indices, optical rays
change their direction according to Snell's law. In the paraxial approximation, this
change is proportional to the quotient of the refractive indices. The RTMA matrix
for refraction at a �at interface reads(

1 0
0 n1

n2

)
, (2.9)

where n1, n2 are the refractive indices of the two media. The light-�eld transform
is given by

L(x1, θ2) =

∫
δ(
n1

n2

θ1 − θ2)L(x1, θ1)dθ1. (2.10)
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This time, the integral over the position was dropped, as position doesn't change
during refraction. The only changing variable is θ, which gets divided by the
quotient of the refractive indices.

2.4.3 Thin lens refraction

The last example shows refraction at a thin lens. Thin lenses change the direction
of incident light rays depending on their focal length f . The thin lens matrix is
given by (

1 0
− 1
f

1

)
. (2.11)

From this, the light-�eld transform can be readily derived as

L(x1, θ2) =

∫
δ(θ1 − θ2 +

x

f
)L(x1, θ1)dθ1. (2.12)

Once again, no integration is performed over x. This is due to the fact that the
thickness of thin lenses is zero. However, the direction of light rays changes w.r.t.
the position this time and, similar to the free-form transform, causes a rotation of
the light-�eld function, this time in the direction of x1.
To conclude the discussion, it has to be mentioned that the presented transforms

preserve the total radiance of the light-�eld, since they are derived from RTMA
which only describe non-absorbing elements. Thus, the transformation functions
mentioned consist of delta-functions. However, the concept of light-�eld trans-
forms is a more general framework, which can also describe absorbing elements
such as apertures. In the case of a light-�eld passing through an aperture, the
transformation function simpli�es to T (x1, x2, θ1, θ2) = T (x, θ), i.e. integration
can be neglected, and transforming the light-�eld simply becomes a multiplication
with a (possibly x− or θ−dependent) factor.
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3 Line-scan light-�eld acquisition

3.1 Line-scan acquisition

Quality control is an important part of the manufacturing process in the indus-
try. In the past, it evolved from manual inspection through supervised machine
inspection all the way to the automatic inspection technologies available today.
For a wide range of products, including printed circuit boards (PCBs), medical
equipment or even banknotes, automatic visual inspection is the ideal and fast
way of quality tests. A useful feature of visual inspection is that the inspection
system can be integrated into the inline assembly pipeline. This is accomplished
by scanning an object on a moving gantry perpendicular to its transport direction.
Such an image acquisition system, also called line-scan imaging system, consists

of a transport mean for the object, such as a conveyor belt, which moves the object
of inspection at a constant speed, as well as a line-scan camera. Line-scan cameras
only possess one or a few sensor lines which are read-out at a constant frequency,
adjusted to the speed of the transport. They can be placed either orthogonally
or in any particular angle w.r.t. the transport plane, as long as the sensor lines
remain oriented orthogonally to the transport direction.
During the acquisition process, the read-out lines are stacked together to pro-

duce the �nal image (also see Fig.3.1). One can imagine this as transferring one
dimension of the image into the time domain. Such a setup has multiple advan-
tages: (i) it allows for faster scan rates than area-scan setups, (ii) it allows for
stronger, focused illumination, because only a narrow line has to be illuminated
instead of a larger area, (iii) it is telecentric in the transport direction, meaning
that the dimensions of the inspected object in the image are independent from
its distance to the camera, enabling absolute measurements. A slight downside of
line-scan imaging is its restriction to stationary objects. This can cause artifacts
when facing vibrations or any other movement of the object during the acquisition.
As mentioned previously, the read-out frequency of the sensor has to be adjusted

to the transport to obtain comparable resolution in both spatial directions. The
required frequency is computed by

f =
v

x
, (3.1)
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Figure 3.1: The line-scan acquisition process. An object moving with a constant
speed on the transport is scanned by a single-line sensor. Lines can be
stacked after the acquisition to form an image of the inspected object,
if necessary.

where f is the frequency in [px/s], v is the transport speed in [mm/s] and x is
the resolution of the system in [mm/px]. Note that it is only possible to achieve
equal resolutions on a single z-plane z0, called the zero-plane, as the resolution
perpendicular to the transport varies with depth according to the laws of perspec-
tive. This causes deformations of the object in the �nal image if the change in
resolution w.r.t. the depth is large and/or the object shows large variations in its
height pro�le.
In the past, line-scan systems have been implemented for traditional 2-D imag-

ing, including x-ray imaging, as well as for stereo imaging, and industrial solutions
are readily available [Gmb14a].

3.2 Line-scan light-�eld acquisition

The idea of combining line-scan acquisition with light-�eld imaging, presented
for the �rst time in [�to+14] was developed in order to make use of the largely
increased information volume that light-�elds provide as opposed to traditional
imaging in automatic inspection. During the course of this work, a line-scan
light-�eld system delivering full-resolution images in the direction orthogonal to
the transport while at the same time also providing di�erent angular views was
developed. Possible usage of this system ranges from hologram inspection to the
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Figure 3.2: Schematic drawing of the line-scan light-�eld acquisition. As the ob-
ject moves along the transport direction, it is scanned by multiple sen-
sor lines simultaneously. Each sensor line captures the object from a
slightly di�erent angle, resulting in multiple views of the object, shifted
by the distance between the scan lines on the object plane.
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inspection of 3-dimensional objects using depth estimation and 3-D reconstruction.
At the same time, light-�elds acquired by the system can be used to enhance signal-
to-noise ratio and depth-of-�eld.
The system works using a transport for the inspected object, as in every line-

scan setup, and by placing an area-scan camera above it such that its sensor lines
are directed orthogonally to the transport direction x. Instead of reading out the
whole sensor repeatedly, however, only n lines are read out from the camera, with
n < 16. These lines are then treated as separate line-scan acquisitions, resulting
in n di�erent views of the same object, albeit from a slightly di�erent angle, as
dictated by the optics (see Fig.3.2). Note that not all lenses are suitable for the
system. Telecentric lenses, for example, do not maintain perspective, and thus
there is no change in viewing angle across the sensor.
An important di�erence as compared to other light-�eld imaging approaches is

the fact that the system only acquires a 3-D slice of the light-�eld, i.e. L(x, y, θ).
No angular information is provided orthogonally to the transport direction, in the
direction of y. Although this seems to be an issue, we didn't �nd it to be limiting
for our goal of visual inspection and especially 3-D reconstruction. On the other
hand, full spatial resolution is provided in both directions, which isn't the case for
microlens-based setups, while preserving their compactness (unlike with camera
arrays). Additionally, there is little need for calibration, since the sensor lines are
guaranteed to be parallel to each other by the manufacturer, and only a single lens
is used.
It can be argued that when considering only the most extreme (left-most and

right-most) views of the system, the line-scan light-�eld setup is comparable to a
stereo setup. However, there is a number of signi�cant di�erences:

1. In standard line-scan stereo systems, di�erent views are usually looking at
the same line at one time.

2. Resulting from the above, stereo systems require precise mechanical adjust-
ment.

3. In order to obtain a certain depth resolution, the baseline (angular range) of
stereo systems is usually much larger (see the next section).

4. Stereo systems don't provide the same amount of information as light-�eld
systems. This information is helpful not only in 3-D reconstruction and depth
measurements, but also enables sophisticated e�ects such as computational
refocusing.

In this sense, the line-scan light-�eld system is most closely related to a narrow-
baseline (small angular range) stereo setup.
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Figure 3.3: The process of light-�eld construction. At each time step, one line
from each view is acquired. Slicing the light-�eld orthogonally to the
views forms the EPI E(x, θ) which reveals the course of movement
of the objects through the �eld-of-view. This in turn enables depth
estimation.

Furthermore, the approach can be compared to the aforementioned Structure
from Motion (SfM) approach, as the speed of movement of feature points in the
view-port can be directly converted to depth information. This will be explicitly
discussed in detail in Sec.4.3.

3.2.1 Structure of line-scan light-�eld data

In Fig.3.3, it is shown explicitly how the acquisition process constructs the light-
�eld structure. One can think of this as building up a speci�c slice of the light-
�eld L(x, y, θ), the EPI E(x, θ), over time for each y. Object points imaged by the
camera form sloped structures in EPI, which are then used to estimate their depth.
In the �gure, a structure K, which is seen in View 1 at time t = 1 and in View n at
time t = n, forms a slope in EPI with the incline φ, the so-called disparity slope.
We will denote by l the line stride, which describes how far away the read-out
lines of the sensor are from each other. If l = 1, subsequent lines in a certain
area are read-out, and for objects on the zero-plane z0 (which usually coincides
with the focal plane), φ = 45° holds. Objects under z0 move slower through the
viewport, therefore φ > 45°, while for objects behind z0, φ < 45° holds. For later
processing, it is important to ensure that structures in E(x, θ) form perfect lines
and are clearly recognizable by the depth estimation algorithms. Methods how to
ensure this as well as problems which may arise will be discussed in Chapter 4.
A practical example of L(x, y, θ) and the corresponding slices is shown in Fig.3.4.

In this �gure, a particular view of the scene, L(x, y, θi) is shown, together with the
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Figure 3.4: (A) Central view of a PCB board, (B) unaligned EPI of the highlighted
line, with a line stride of l = 80 and (C) the aligned EPI. In (C), the
individual horizontal pixel lines from (B) were shifted according to
the line stride l, so that structures on z0 (e.g. the background) are
vertical, while nearer structures (e.g. the PCB board) are inclined to
the right. This is bene�cial for visualizing the di�erences in the incline
of neighbouring slopes as well as for computational purposes, as pixels
belonging to the same object point are placed approximately under
each other.
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EPI for the highlighted line, E(x, θ).

3.3 Light-�eld sampling in the line-scan light-�eld

system

Up to now, we only described the system and postulated that it captures 3-D
light-�elds. In this section, we introduce a mathematical description of the way the
system samples light-�elds using the light-�eld transforms introduced earlier. The
result will be derived using a 2-dimensional light-�eld, ignoring the y-dimension
orthogonal to the transport, because no angular information is recorded in that
direction.
We recall here two light-�eld transforms de�ned in Sec.2.4. The free-space trans-

form of length d of an arbitrary two-dimensional light-�eld is de�ned as

L2(x2, θ2) =

∫ ∫
δ(x1 − x2 + dθ2)δ(θ1 − θ2)L1(x1, θ1)dθ1dx1 (3.2)

and the thin-lens transform is de�ned as

L2(x2, θ2) =

∫ ∫
δ(x1 − x2)δ(θ1 − θ2 −

1

f
x2)L1(x1, θ1)dθ1dx1. (3.3)

Once illuminated, the inspected object re�ects light in a speci�c way, resulting
in a light-�eld that needs to be captured by the system. Before that, the light rays
travel a distance a from the object to the lens. Thus it follows from the above
formulas that

L2(x2, θ2) = L1(x2 − aθ2, θ2), (3.4)

where L1 is the original light-�eld and L2 is the transformed light-�eld. Afterwards,
the light-�eld is refracted at the lens and afterwards travels the distance b from
the lens to the sensor. This gives for the �nal light-�eld at the sensor

L4(x4, θ4) =

∫ ∫ ∫ ∫
δ(x3 − x4 + bθ4)δ(θ3 − θ4)δ(x2 − x3)δ(θ2 − θ3 −

1

f
x3)

L1(x2 − aθ2, θ2)dθ3dx3dθ2dx2

= L1(x4 − bθ4 − aθ4 −
a

f
x4 +

ab

f
θ4, θ4 +

1

f
x4 −

b

f
θ4).

(3.5)

At this point, the assumption is made that the inspected object is approximately
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in focus and thus for the a and b the relation

1

a
+

1

b
=

1

f
(3.6)

holds. Inserting this above, we obtain for L (omitting the now useless indices):

L4(x, θ) = L1(−
a

b
x,− b

a
θ +

1

f
x). (3.7)

This is the �nal light-�eld function on the sensor. It shows that for an arbitrary
"input" light-�eld, the x-coordinate is magni�ed by the magni�cation factor M =
a
b
, while it also moves on the opposite side of the optical axis. This a trivial result

in optics. On the other hand, angular information shifts according to the refracting
power of the lens 1

f
and 1

M
because of the lens. The sensor only samples the light-

�eld at discrete points xi. It follows from the above that with an increased pixel
density, both the lateral and angular resolution improve.
For the intensity measured at the sensor, the light-�eld function has to be inte-

grated over the angular coordinate:

I(x) =

∫
L(x, θ)dθ. (3.8)

The integration range is D
b
, with D being the diameter of the lens. If a Lambertian

object with di�use re�ection is assumed, L is constant over θ and for the intensity
we obtain

Ilambert(x) =
D

b
L(−a

b
x, 0). (3.9)

The angle θi which is sampled on a particular pixel xi of the sensor is θi =
arctan(x

b
).

For specular re�ections, a term is added to the light-�eld function which corre-
sponds to the specularity in a certain angular range. For most objects, a specular
lobe with a (more or less) gaussian pro�le over the angular dimension can be
assumed.

3.3.1 Angular range, angular resolution and depth resolution

The depth resolution of a 3-D imaging system is the most important parameter for
depth estimation, since it gives an indication of which objects might be suitable
for inspection as well as providing the basic means of recalculating disparity maps,
generated by the depth estimation algorithm, to depth maps. Ultimately, the
depth resolution of a light-�eld system can only be assessed experimentally, since it
depends on the depth algorithm as well as the inspected object, but an approximate
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Figure 3.5: Angular range and angular resolution.
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Figure 3.6: The relationship between the disparity ∆d and the depth ∆z, relative
to the zero-plane z0.

�gure can be given by comparing our system to a stereo system, again taking into
account the left-most and right-most views, and deriving the depth resolution in
the standard way used in stereo. In the results section, it will be shown that
the real depth resolution exceeds this estimate, proving that depth estimation can
largely bene�t from the additional information provided by light-�elds.
Prior to deriving the depth resolution, the angular range of the system has to

be known, i.e. the angular di�erence between the left-most and right-most views.
This parameter is also important in the inspection of optically variable devices
(OVDs) such as holograms � for a large angular range, these are more likely to
exhibit visible changes in appearance.
The angular range ∆θ is, in principle, given by the angular di�erence between

the chief rays from the left-most and right-most captured sensor lines (see Fig.
3.5). It is calculated by

∆θ = 2 arctan(D/R), (3.10)

with D being the distance from the image plane to the main lens, and R being
the distance of the left- (or right-)most line from the central line of the sensor (we
assume symmetry).
The angular resolution, i.e. the sampling frequency of the light-�eld in the angu-

lar dimension, is another important parameter for depth estimation. Very sparse
sampling hinders correct depth estimation on surfaces with repetitive patterns.
This is related to the sampling theorem, and will be discussed in Sec.4.3.
Angular sampling of the line-scan light-�eld system is not equidistant. As can

be seen in Fig.3.5, the spacing between the sampled lines is constant. This results
in a constant tan θ, but not θ. We illustrate this for the two shown sampled lines,
located at distances x and 2x from the central line. For the line nearer to the
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center, the relation

tan θ1 =
x

D
(3.11)

θ1 = arctan
x

D
(3.12)

holds, with D again being the image plane distance from the main lens. For the
line further from the central line, the relation

θ2 = arctan
2x

D
− arctan

x

D
(3.13)

holds, which proves that θ1 6= θ2. This could lead to the wrong assumption that the
structures in the EPI will actually form curves, which change their slope depending
on the angular resolution. However, this is not the case, since the parameter
determining the slope in the EPI is not the angle θ, but rather the disparity ∆d.
The disparity in stereo imaging is the measured displacement of the same object
point in the two images in pixels. Looking at Fig.3.6, an object which would be
imaged on the exact same spot in both views, if its height was on the zero-plane
z0, will be separated by the disparity ∆d, if its depth relative to the zero-plane is
∆z. ∆d is thus related to the depth ∆z by

∆d = tan θ∆z, (3.14)

where θ is the angle between the two views. As tan θ is sampled equidistantly, the
disparity changes linearly across the views, and for a constant ∆z the structure in
the EPI forms a line.
The basic depth resolution can then be quanti�ed as the minimum ∆z required

to cause a disparity ∆d = 1 px between the left- and right-most views. It is given
by the aforementioned proportionality factor tan θ between depth and disparity,
which again depends on two factors:

1. The distance between the left-most and right-most lines of the sensor, which
are read-out, and

2. The distance from the sensor to z0 (which is usually the plane on which the
system is focused).

The larger this factor, the larger the depth resolution. Typically, stereo systems
achieve a depth resolution of 0.1−1× the lateral resolution. A line-scan light-�eld
system, however, provides much more information than a stereo system. Therefore,
its depth resolution is higher and the depth estimates tend to be more robust.
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3.3.2 Lateral optical resolution

As the line-scan light-�eld setup is using a standard industrial area-scan camera for
imaging, its optical resolution doesn't di�er from a standard imaging system with
the same camera, although the short working distance and therefore a compara-
tively large numerical aperture are responsible for a (theoretically) much higher
resolution than is usual in photography, approaching microscopy. Assuming the
Rayleigh criterion, the resolution can be calculated by the well-known formula
[Luk08]:

R = 2.44λF = 1.22F, (3.15)

where R is the spatial resolution in μm, λ is the wavelength of light, assumed to
be 500 nm, and F is the F-number of the main lens aperture.

Because of lens aberrations, the optical resolution is in practice always lower than
the calculated maximum. Microscopic lenses, which tend to be very well corrected
for a certain (small) working distance, typically achieve the highest resolutions.
In our case, the inspected objects tend to have a depth which by far exceeds the
depth-of-�eld of most microscopic lenses. We therefore decided to use photographic
macro lenses in the setup, which have lower resolutions, but are corrected for a
larger number of working distances. Even with these corrections, however, the
resolution tends to decrease the further away one moves from the center of the
sensor.

In our case, the system isn't limited by optical resolution, and our chosen res-
olution (20 μm/px and 40 μm/px) rather proves to be the limiting factor at the
aperture numbers we use. We also limit the �eld-of-view, so that the system
remains resolution-limited (rather than di�raction-limited) for all acquired views.

3.3.3 Depth-of-�eld

The depth-of-�eld (DoF) of an imaging system determines an interval along the
optical axis in which the system remains focused, i.e. its circle of confusion (CoC)
c is smaller than the pixel diameter. A similar concept to DoF is the depth-of-
focus (dof), which is the allowable movement of the image plane along the optical
axis which retains the system in focus. The DoF is related to the dof via the
magni�cation M of the lens. In order to derive the DoF of a standard imaging
system, let us de�ne by D1 and D2 the front and back plane of the DoF and by d1
and d2 the front and back plane of the dof, as in Fig.3.7. Looking at the sketch,
it is obvious that D1 and D2 do not have the same distance from the focal spot
because of the di�erent sizes of the projected circles of confusion C1 and C2.
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Figure 3.7: Parameters determining the DoF.

The front and back planes of the DoF can be derived using the sketch as

D1 =
Fcd2

f 2 + Fcd
(3.16)

D2 =
Fcd2

f 2 − Fcd
(3.17)

which results in

DoF = D1 +D2 =
2Fcd2f 2

f 4 − F 2c2d2
, (3.18)

where F is the F-number of the lens, c is the CoC (with dimensions of one pixel),
f is the focal length and d is the focusing distance.
Making the assumption that c is very small, which is generally the case, the

DoF is roughly proportional to the F-number, i.e. DoF ∝ F = f/A. A wide-open
aperture reduces the DoF while a smaller aperture, with the extreme case of the
camera obscura, prolongs the DoF (theoretically) to in�nity. Naturally, this holds
only until the lens aperture is stopped down to a degree where light di�raction
begins to play a role and the resolution in the focal plane is reduced. Therefore,
the DoF is also inversely proportional to optical resolution. As a typical example,
consider light microscopes, which exhibit very detailed optical resolution, while
limiting the DoF to micrometers. Also, the formula for DoF derived here strictly
holds only for paraxial approximation. This is not a restriction in our case, as we
use this approximation in the whole work.
While small DoFs are often desirable in photography, in automatic inspection,

there is need for a large DoF in order to inspect objects with largely varying
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height pro�les. Therefore it is necessary to close the aperture enough to have
acceptable resolution for the whole inspected object. This in turn reduces the
maximal resolution, so that a compromise has to be found. The best compromise
is generally to �nd the greatest aperture-number, for which the system is not
yet di�raction limited (i.e. the resolution is limited by the number of pixels,
rather than by di�raction). Another shortcoming of large aperture numbers (small
aperture diameters) is the low amount of light entering the system, leading to a
small signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and subsequently to low contrast and strong
noise in the images.
Note that it is not possible to improve depth defocus by deconvolution, since

depth blurring is not a convolution process (the blurring kernel is not translation-
invariant). Nevertheless, the larger amount of data in light-�elds as compared
to traditional machine vision systems enable us to achieve a larger depth-of-�eld
without sacri�cing the SNR. The corresponding technique will be explained in
Sec.4.4.

3.4 Enhancing the angular range using a slit

One of the shortcomings of the previously proposed system is the large �eld-of-view
required for an acceptable depth resolution. This in turn requires homogeneous
illumination over a large area as well as a precise synchronization between the
camera and the transport, which is sometimes hard to ensure in practice.
A simple way to narrow down the �eld-of-view while at the same time preserving

the desired depth resolution consists of placing a narrow slit aperture in the optical
path of the system, aiming to allow only light rays from a very narrow range of
angles to hit a certain sensor line.
Two slit aperture con�gurations are conceivable: (i) placing the slit between the

object plane and the lens, and (ii) placing the slit between the lens and the image
plane. As the two placements are conjugate (they are related by the magni�cation
of the lens), the two setups can be expected to give approximately the same re-
sults, although the inner slit aperture must not be placed on the telecentric plane,
i.e. at focal distance from the lens. Furthermore, in practice, it is more convenient
to place the slit outside of the camera, allowing for easier adjustment and more
�exibility. Additionally, placing the aperture inside, while being more compact,
requires placing the slit extremely close to the sensor to achieve the desired depth
resolution, resulting in the need of removing the cover glass of the sensor. Vi-
gnetting can also be an issue. Therefore, only the outer slit con�guration will be
discussed here.
Figure 3.8 shows the light ray paths in the slit aperture setup. Compared to

the standard line-scan light-�eld system, the slit aperture increases the angular
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Figure 3.8: A schematic drawing of the slit aperture system, with A being the main
lens aperture width, X the slit diameter, C the maximal �eld-of-view,
Y the distance from the object plane to the slit, and D the distance
from the object plane to the main lens.
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di�erences between neighboring lines.

3.4.1 Angular range

According to Fig.3.8, the angular range of the slit aperture setup can be de�ned
as:

αR = 2 arctan(
C

2Y
), (3.19)

where C is the �eld-of-view on the object plane and Y is the vertical distance
from the object plane to the slit. In fact, the angular range is even higher, if
one considers object lines lying even further away from the center. However, in
that case, some of the light from these lines is blocked by the main aperture.
Additionally, these lines have a di�erent angular resolution, which causes a curve
in the EPI structures. This makes the extreme views undesired when considering
depth estimation, while for OVD inspection, they can be considered in some cases.
A big advantage of the setup is, that, according to the formula, the angular

range can be arbitrarily chosen by varying the vertical placement of the slit Y .
This theoretically allows for very large angular ranges, although there is also the
limitation by the main lens aperture. Furthermore, practical placement of the
aperture can be di�cult due to lack of space (with the illumination also having to
�t in).

3.4.2 Lateral optical resolution of the slit aperture setup

With the addition of the slit, lateral optical resolution also changes, although only
in the transport direction x. Since the resolution is associated with the numerical
aperture and therefore the acceptance angle of light, it depends on the placement
of the slit and gets worse as the slit is placed further away and as it narrows. It
can be calculated as

R =
0.61λ

sin(2 arctan( X
2Y

))
, (3.20)

where once again the Rayleigh criterion has been used. Similarly, λ = 0.5 nm.
The resolution is inversely related to the angular range, forcing to make a com-

promise between those two parameters.

3.4.3 Drawbacks of the slit aperture setup

As already pointed out, the slit aperture setup is an alternative to the standard
line-scan light-�eld setup. When deciding which setup to use in real-world cases,
it is therefore necessary to carefully evaluate advantages as well as disadvantages
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of both w.r.t. to the inspection scenario. Drawbacks of the slit aperture setup can
be largely related to drawbacks of the pinhole camera, since in transport direction,
the acceptance angle of light is very narrow.
Firstly, by using the very narrow (<1 mm) slit, the amount of light hitting

the sensor dramatically decreases. This can be somewhat compensated by the
fact that the area which needs to be illuminated decreases, but in many cases,
this is insu�cient and requires ampli�cation of the camera signal. Secondly, as
mentioned previously, the system's resolving power becomes anisotropic, resulting
in a non-circular point-spread function (PSF). This e�ect becomes visible when
approaching the resolution limit of the system, or in the case of a defocused object.
A possible compensation can be achieved by placing a second slit orthogonally to
the �rst one inside of the camera, although this then also reduces the resolution
in the y direction while also further reducing the light intensity. Note that the
anisotropic e�ect also increases the depth-of-�eld in x-direction, since the DoF is
approximately inversely proportional to the resolution.
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4 Methodology

4.1 Setup

As already mentioned, the basic experimental setup consists of a precise conveyor
belt as a transport means, a fast area-scan camera, which is capable of reading out
selected lines from the sensor fast, together with an appropriate lens and a varying
type of illumination depending on the surface characteristics of inspected object.
Tab.4.1 contains used components, while Tab.4.2 provides an overview of the two
optical setups used to obtain the results presented in this thesis. The camera is
oriented such that sensor lines are orthogonal to the transport. Fig.4.1 shows the
actual setup.

4.1.1 Slit aperture setup

The major di�erence between the original setup and the slit aperture setup is the
addition of the slit and the fact that a dense light-�eld is acquired, since the slit
enhances the angular di�erence between successive lines. Further, a macro lens
with a large aperture is used in order to make the most out of the advantages of
the slit system. A brief summary of the slit aperture setup is found in Tab.4.3.

4.1.2 Illumination

In every imaging process (except for situations in which the light source itself is
being imaged, e.g. �uorescent imaging), careful consideration should be applied to
the choice of illumination. In automatic inspection, where the type of objects to be
inspected is usually known beforehand, it is important to adjust the illumination
to suit that particular object. Whereas Lambertian objects (objects which follow
the Lambertian cosine law of re�ection) are generally less sensitive to the choice of
illumination, imaging quality of highly specular objects such as metallic or plastic
surfaces largely depends on correct illumination.
Two types of illumination were used in this project (see also Tab.4.1):

1. Directional illumination using one high-intensity LED and two symmetric
line converters oriented orthogonally to the transport, and
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Figure 4.1: A picture of the setup. In the upper section the camera and the optics
is placed, while in the lower section, one can see the conveyor belt
with a pair of coins as sample objects. The (directional) illumination
is placed on both sides of the camera.
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Camera
Name Allied Vision Bonito CL-400C
Sensor Alexima AM41 CMOS area-scan
Resolution 2320× 1728 px
Pixel pitch 7 μm
CFA Bayer pattern
Max. line rate cca. 300 kHz
Shutter global
Color resolution 8 bit
Lens mount Nikon F-mount
Lenses
Name SIGMA EX DG Macro 50 mm F2.8
Focal length 50 mm
Min. focal distance 18.8 cm
Name SIGMA EX DG Macro 28 mm F1.8
Focal length 28 mm
Min. focal distance 20 cm
Illuminations
Name Volpi intraLED 5 with dual branch �ber optic line light
Type Directed
Name Metaphase MB-DALL306 line light
Type Di�use axial
Transport
Name Isel Zahnriemenvorschub LEZ 2
Controller Isel MC1-40
Trigger Isel iMS Magnetic length measuring system
Trigger resolution 20 μm

Table 4.1: Components used in the experimental setup.
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High-resolution setup
Lens SIGMA EX DG Macro 50 mm F2.8
Working distance 240 mm (object-to-camera)
Lateral resolution 20 μm/px
Field-of-view 19.2 mm x 46.4 mm (960 lines a 2320 pixels)
Angular range 6.2°
Acquired lines 12 line pairs with 80 lines distance in-between
Depth resolution (equivalent stereo) 184.6 μm / disparity
Low-resolution setup
Lens SIGMA EX DG Macro 28 mm F1.8
Working distance 346 mm (object-to-camera)
Lateral resolution 40 μm/px
Field-of-view 38.4 mm x 92.8 mm (960 lines a 2320 pixels)
Angular range 7.17°
Acquired lines 12 line pairs with 80 lines distance in-between
Depth resolution (equivalent stereo) 319.1 μm / disparity

Table 4.2: Two setups of the line-scan light-�eld system.

Slit aperture setup
Lens Sigma 50mm F1.4 EX DG HSM
Illumination Metaphase compact di�used
Slit width 250µm
Distance slit - object 11mm
Number of views 32 (dense)
Working distance 215mm (object-to-camera)
Lateral resolution 40µm/px
Field-of-view 1.28mm x 92.8mm (32 lines a 2320 pixels)
Angular range 3.3°
Depth resolution (equivalent stereo) 694µm / disparity

Table 4.3: Components and dimensions of the slit aperture setup.
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2. Di�use axial illumination with a line of LEDs using a beam splitter and a
di�user.

Lambertian surfaces can be imaged using both types of illumination and produce
comparable results. Highly specular and re�ective surfaces are viewed in the dark-
�eld when illuminated with directional illumination, meaning that only a small
range of suitable surface normals re�ects light rays to the camera. To obtain
bright-�eld (the opposite case, with most of the surface being visible in the image)
on such surfaces, di�use illumination has to be used.

For depth estimation, one has to strive for a bright-�eld illumination with sup-
pressed specular re�ections. Since specular re�ections are only visible in some
views, but not in others, the search for correlated pixels across the views is more
di�cult if these re�ections exceed the dynamic range of the camera. Lambertian
surfaces usually do not introduce such problems. For specular surfaces, a possiblity
used to mitigate narrow-angle specular re�ections is using polarized light and a
polarizer on the camera, rotated 90 degrees w.r.t. the polarization of the incoming
light. This way, direct re�ections are suppressed, while the ambient contribution
remains.

Another illumination e�ect causing lowered image quality is speckle. Speckle is
de�ned as spatially varying light intensity on a surface due to coherence e�ects,
and manifests itself as high frequency noise.

Speckle can also appear when using white partially coherent or otherwise in-
coherent light sources, such as LEDs, given speci�c conditions. These conditions
include illuminating from a very narrow angle, combined with imaging with a large
aperture number and a specular micro-rough surface, the explanation being that
light waves forming in similar positions on the LED have similar wavelengths, but
di�erent phases. If the inspected surface is highly re�ective, it re�ects light in a
very narrow angle. Thus, closing the aperture only allows this speci�c angular
range to enter the camera. As the light is focused on the sensor by the camera
lens, it interferes, causing speckle.

While some optical measurement techniques make use of interference and speckle
for surface classi�cation, depth estimation and surface roughness measurement
([Wya02; Rib69; Tch+10]), they are undesirable in light-�eld imaging and therefore
are considered as artifacts.

In our experiments, speckle formation when imaging highly re�ective surfaces
was overcome by using di�use axial illumination, ensuring object illumination from
a wide angle, as well as imaging with aperture numbers of f/2.8-f/8, which didn't
cause any problems with coherence artifacts.
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Figure 4.2: Example of a non-triggered acquisition. The upper image shows the
EPI of a particular line of the FFC calibration object (with black and
white stripes) with triggered acquisition, while the lower image shows
the same EPI without any synchronization with the transport. Obvi-
ously, the structures in the lower EPI exhibit a varying slope, which is
inappropriate for depth estimation.

4.1.3 Transport

As one dimension of the light-�eld (namely the direction parallel to the transport
y) is acquired in the time domain, synchronization of the transport is crucial to
recording correct data. The speed of the transport determines the slope of the
structures in the EPI image and the resolution in the y-dimension, and conse-
quently, in depth estimation algorithms, determines the search range of slopes
found in the EPI. It is also important for a measurement of the exact dimensions
of objects in the y-dimension. On the other hand, variations of speed dv

dt
in the

transport also prohibit correct depth estimation, since they alter the structures in
the EPI image in a way that they no more form straight lines, but rather form
curves with varying slopes. This violates the assumption of the depth estimation
algorithm, that structures in the EPI image are straight, and makes it hard to
estimate the correct depth. Fig.4.2 compares the EPI of a perfectly synchronized
acquisition to that of a non-synchronized acquisition.
Unfortunately, every real transport has mechanical restrictions which cause in-

accuracies in its speed (this includes e.g. inertial e�ects and stepping motors).
Therefore, especially for low speeds, it is not possible to run the camera and the
transport independently from each other. The camera has to adjust its capture
frequency to short-time changes in transport speed. This can be accomplished by
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triggering the acquisitions from the transport. The conveyor belt used in our ex-
periments has a trigger resolution of 20 μm (compare Tab.4.1). The trigger signal
is produced by a magnetic length meter. It is fed into the PC, where the trigger
frequency can be further divided if needed. Afterwards, it is transmitted through
the CameraLink interface to the camera. This reduces most of the transport ar-
tifacts in the data, although other minor e�ects causing curved structures in the
EPI images may remain, which will be discussed in Sec.4.2.3.

4.1.4 Acquisition

Before the actual acquisition, the camera is con�gured to read-out the selected
lines. For every view, two consecutive lines are acquired to obtain full color infor-
mation, as the camera sensor uses a Bayer-Color Filter Array (CFA, more on this
can be found in Sec.4.2.2). It is possible to capture a dense or sparse light-�eld
in the angular direction depending on the captured lines. If a continuous block of
lines is read-out, a dense light-�eld is obtained and vice-versa. The advantage of a
dense light-�eld is its high information content, which can improve depth estima-
tion. It does however limit the depth resolution by constraining the angular range,
which was deemed impractical for most inspection purposes. The acquisitions in
this work were all done using sparse acquisitions, which is made possible by the
fact that the sensor can deliver individual lines separated by an arbitrary distance
from each other.
The speed of the acquisition is, in principle, limited to the lighting conditions

as well as to the maximum frame frequency of the camera, and is dependent on
the number of views (i.e. lines) which are read-out. In our experiments, 12 views
were chosen as a good compromise, enabling precise depth estimation as well as
acceptable speed. Because of the ability to read out the same number of lines from
the sensor equally fast, independently of their position, the angular range can be
chosen freely without sacri�cing speed.
After the read-out, raw data is transferred to the PC, where further processing

ensures correct calibration, and subsequently, the depth estimation algorithm is
performed.

4.2 Post-processing

A diagram of the processing pipeline for the light-�eld acquisition can be found in
Fig.4.3. The processing software was implemented in MATLAB, as this language
together with its infrastructure was considered most useful for rapid prototyping
and the signal processing algorithms required. It was run on a PC with Windows
7 operating system and an Intel Xeon CPU with 3.6 GHz frequency.
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Figure 4.3: The processing pipeline. After the acquisition, the images are trans-
ferred to the PC, where FFC and demosaicing are applied. The EPI
is then aligned s.t. pixels corresponding to the same object point in
the z0-plane are placed over each other. Finally, depth estimation and
all-in-focus image generation can be optionally performed.
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Figure 4.4: A screenshot of the acquisition software.

A screenshot of the evaluation part of the software is shown in Fig.4.4.

4.2.1 Flat-�eld correction and white-balancing

In every color camera, individual color channels have to be calibrated for the cur-
rent lighting conditions before capturing in order to reproduce colors accurately.
If linear sensitivity is assumed for every color channel, it is su�cient to adjust the
ampli�cation factors for each channel. This procedure is called white-balancing.
Similarly, dark analog noise produced by the sensor � the so-called �xed-pattern
noise (FPN) has to be suppressed and light sensitivity for individual pixels has
to be balanced out. This is accomplished with the so-called �at-�eld correction.
Note that this de�nition of �at-�eld correction, which is usual in the �eld of ma-
chine vision, collides with the de�nition of �at-�eld correction in microscopy. In
microscopy, �at-�eld correction denotes the objective correction of Petzval �eld
curvature, which causes inhomogenous sharpness over the �eld-of-view. In the de-
scribed system, white-balancing and �at-�eld correction are combined into a single
step. In Fig.4.5, a comparison between an acquisition without white-balancing and
�at-�eld correction and one with �at-�eld correction applied is shown. While the
left image delivers false colors and su�ers from FPN, the right (corrected) image
is corrected for all these errors.
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Figure 4.5: Two acquisitions of the striped calibration object. Left: no correction.
Right: �at-�eld correction applied. Both acquisitions are of the same
area, the central view is shown on both sides.
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The �at-�eld correction is applied to the raw images right after their transfer to
the PC, before the demosaicing step. It consists of two steps:

1. A calibration step, for which a striped object containing white and black
stripes lying in the focal plane of the system is recorded, with N raw frames
(in most cases, 100 frames are su�cient) being acquired. Afterward, the
correction factors for each pixel are calculated using the following formulas:

FFCdark(x, y) = meani(Ii(x, y))− stdi(Ii(x, y)) (4.1)

=

∑
i∈N Ii(x, y)

N
−

√∑
i∈N (Ii − Ī)2

N − 1
(4.2)

FFCbright(x, y) = meani(Ii(x, y)) + stdi(Ii(x, y)) (4.3)

=

∑
i∈N Ii(x, y)

N
+

√∑
i∈N (Ii − Ī)2

N − 1
, (4.4)

where FFCdark and FFCbright are the �at-�eld correction factors for each
pixel (x, y), Ii is the i-th acquired image and Ī is the mean of I over the N
acquisitions. The idea in this formula is that as the object moves, every pixel
on the sensor records both white and black areas of the calibration object.
Thus, meani(Ii(x, y)) − stdi(Ii(x, y)) should correspond to the black areas,
while meani(Ii(x, y)) + stdi(Ii(x, y)) corresponds to the white areas. An
alternative approach would be to record both correction factors separately,
using black and white surfaces respectively.

It has to be stressed that these formulas only apply to calibrating the sensor
using a striped pattern such as the one in Fig.4.5. An alternative solution
would be to divide up the calibration in two steps, acquiring a completely
dark surface and a completely white surface in succession and calculating
the correction factors using these two acquisitions.

After the calibration, the correction factors are stored for later use in the
correction step.

2. A correction step, which is performed after every acquisition and consists of
applying the correction factors to the images as:

Icorr(x, y) = A ∗
[

I(x, y)− FFCdark(x, y)

FFCbright(x, y)− FFCdark(x, y)

]γ
. (4.5)

Hereby Icorr is the �at-�eld corrected image. Simultaneously to �at-�eld
correction, gamma correction is applied, with γ being the gamma correction
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factor and A being a compression factor. In general, γ < 1, so that the high
intensity values are compressed to allow for a higher dynamic range.

4.2.2 Demosaicing

Figure 4.6: Bayer pattern structure.

The camera used in the system (Bonito CL-400, see Tab.4.1) uses a Color Filter
Array (CFA) placed over the sensor. This means that neighboring pixels have
di�erent colour �lters and capture light of di�erent wavelengths (red, green and
blue). While several patterns exist for the CFA, this camera uses the most usual
one � Bayer pattern. As can be seen from Fig.4.6, this pattern consists of pixels
clustered in 2-times-2 blocks, where 2 pixels have a green �lter, 1 is red and 1
is blue. The increased number of green pixels is due to the sensitivity of the
human eye on the green light frequency. The Bayer CFA is the standard way
of color capture in area-scan cameras (see e.g. [LP05]). For obtaining full RGB
information, a so-called demosaicing algorithm has to be performed over the raw
(in our case, �at-�eld corrected) data. This algorithm interpolates missing RGB
values by using available color information from the neighboring pixels. During
this process, no resolution is recovered, therefore the resolution of a Bayer CFA
sensor is often given as

Rbayer = Rpixel/2, (4.6)

where Rbayer is the resolution in [px/mm] of the Bayer CFA camera and Rpixel is
the resolution of a gray-scale sensor with the same dimensions. However, this is a
very rough approximation. Firstly, as one can see from Fig.4.6, the resolution of
the green channel is 2-times higher than the resolution of the other two channels.
Secondly, resolution can be gained by making the (often valid) assumption that
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the color channels are correlated, and borrowing information from the neighboring
pixels (an example of such an algorithm can be found in [MHC04]). Naturally,
there are scenes which do not ful�ll this assumption, such as holographic �lms, or
even �uorescent microscopic imaging.
In the case of line-scan light-�eld imaging, standard demosaicing algorithms

are not feasible. This is because individual lines in our system correspond to
di�erent angular views and should not be interpolated, as this causes loss of angular
resolution (as di�erent views are composed of concatenated lines coming from
di�erent sensor locations) as well as loss of color information. While this issue
also persists in traditional photography, it is much more severe in the case of line-
scan light-�elds, as such a system uses short working distances in order to increase
the angular resolution. Additionally, as already mentioned above, we use sparse
light-�eld acquisitions, during which only some lines are read-out from the sensor.
These lines can potentially be spaced far away from each other, having a large
angular di�erence. Moreover, in the slit aperture system, which will be described
later and is especially designed to increase angular di�erence between neighboring
lines, artifacts are generated in the image, which are not acceptable. Thus, a
custom demosaicing algorithm had to be designed to cope with these issues.
The employed algorithm makes use of the fact that the camera is able to read-

out pairs of consecutive lines, while the gaps between those pairs can be arbitrarily
large. Keeping in mind that one line of the sensor always contains just green and
red, or blue and green information, we treat those pairs of consecutive lines as
one view, which contains full RGB information. In this way, the angular di�er-
ence between individual views can be chosen deliberately, as there is no need for
interpolating between them. Fig.4.7 shows how this is accomplished. As red and
blue color information is contained in only half of the pixels, a convolution with
an averaging kernel (0.5, 0, 0.5) is applied to both lines. In this way, two new lines
are formed, which contain the corresponding color information in the other half
of the pixels. Next, the color channels are combined together to form full RGB
pixels. Because there are two green channel values for each pixel, we take their
mean as the G-value for the pixel.

4.2.3 Imperfections in the setup

Unfortunately, in the real world, no imaging system is perfect, and apart from a
fundamental resolution limit caused by the Heisenberg Uncertainty principle, there
are a variety of manufacturing as well as mechanical adjustment factors involved in
the quality of the captured images. Optical aberrations such as geometrical distor-
tion, Petzval �eld curvature or lateral and longitudinal chromatic aberrations as
well as improper illumination all reduce the e�ective resolution and cause artifacts
in the images. While some of these problems can be addressed by a more suitable
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Figure 4.7: The demosaicing process shown demonstratively on one image line:
for each line of the resulting image, two neighboring lines of the sen-
sor are read-out. These contain the complete RGB color information.
The process of interpolating between the pixels and selecting the ap-
propriate ones is shown here. First, both sensor lines are convolved
with the averaging kernel to compute the colors on the missing pix-
els. Afterwards, the corresponding pixels (marked here by the sensor
line number) are collected to form the RGB signal. Note that each
pixel contains two green channel values; these are averaged during the
process.

or more precise setup or higher precision components, others are inherent. In this
section, the relationships of some of these problems to the EPI-images and thus
to the quality of most light-�eld algorithms will be explained. We also discuss
possible post-processing steps to mitigate these.

Geometrical distortion

When considering real (thick) lenses, it can be observed that the transforma-
tion from the object space to the image space is not rectilinear, as is desired for
performing optical measurements, but is rather modeled using (often) high-order
polynomials. This e�ect is often radially symmetric because of the shape and
manufacturing process of the lens. As a result, the image can appear to be bent
'inward' or 'outward'. The former case is called Pincushion distortion while the
latter is called Barrel distortion. Fig.4.8 illustrates these two distortion types. Pin-
cushion distortion can be associated with tele lenses while barrel distortion mostly
appears on wide angle lenses (including the �sh-eye lens, which knowingly utilizes
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Figure 4.8: Barrel and pincushion distortion compared with the original image.
Courtesy of [Wal14].

Figure 4.9: Origins of barrel and pincushion distortion. Hereby, y is located on the
object plane and h on the image plane. Both e�ects are associated with
the objective aperture. If the aperture is placed in front of the lens,
barrel distortion occurs. The opposite is true for pincushion distortion.
Courtesy of [Wal14].
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the distortion to image a very wide viewing angle onto a spatially limited image
plane). The origins of both distortion types are explained visually in Fig.4.9. The
distortion e�ect can be quantitatively described by

∆M =
M(I)−M

M
, (4.7)

where M is the axial lateral magni�cation and M(I) is the o�-axis magni�cation
at the image plane (see also [SD14]). Visible e�ects of geometrical distortion
mostly occur for a lens whose aperture is wide open, as the level of the distortion
increases to the edges of the lens. Therefore, the e�ects on standard photographs
are mostly minor and can be corrected using o�-the shelf post-processing software.
This is also true for the line-scan light-�eld setup. However, when using a slit to
increase the angular range, as shown in Sec.3.4, it is important to fully open the
lens aperture, resulting in visible distortions.
A simple way to correct distortions is to �nd a more suitable lens. During the

experiments, we found that most lenses in the upper price range are well-corrected
for geometrical distortion. Also, when dealing with the slit, usually only few central
lines of the chip are used, which su�er far less from distortions.
Another possibility consists of warping all views w.r.t. a central (nadir) view as

a post-processing step. However, this wasn't considered for two main reasons:

� When dealing with wide angular ranges, occlusions often prevent successful
warping by hiding the respective object points in some views.

� This kind of post-processing hinders real-time performance.

Defocusing of lateral views

Another e�ect caused by imperfections of the optics is the reduction of resolution
in lateral views, caused by multiple optical aberrations including spherical aber-
ration and astigmatism. These e�ects are caused by the violation of the paraxial
assumption and increase further from the optical axis, just as geometrical distor-
tion. If they are signi�cant, lateral views become blurred and the depth resolution
is reduced because it becomes harder to estimate the correct slope in the EPI, even
if the central view is perfectly focused. Because of this e�ect, aspherical lenses with
acceptable correction levels are preferred for line-scan light-�eld imaging.

Line-scan e�ects

There are also e�ects in line-scan light-�eld imaging, which do not stem from
optics, but simply from imprecision of the mechanical setup. This includes not
placing the sensor lines orthogonally to the transport, or, in the case of the setup
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Figure 4.10: Three overlapped views of a coin (A) and the EPI of the green high-
lighted line (B) displaying an issue with the camera that wasn't ori-
ented orthogonally to the transport. This causes structures in EPI to
disappear in certain views, and appear in the neighboring EPI. As the
surface of the coin is higher than the z0-plane, a horizontal shift of
the object points across the views would be expected (green arrow).
However, because of the incorrect camera orientation, the object ad-
ditionally moves in the transverse direction (y), as indicated by the
red arrow.
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Figure 4.11: Graphical representation of the depth estimation algorithm. For a
pre-de�ned range of slopes φi, patches P are compared with the ref-
erence patch Pref , with each patch lying on a single line with incline
φi. This procedure is repeated for each slope φi, each pixel (x, y), as
well as for each color channel.

with the slit aperture, having an aperture whose width is not constant along its
length. In both cases the light-�eld is not recorded correctly.
In the case of incorrect camera orientation, objects become skewed, as each time

a di�erent object line is being captured. Furthermore, the EPI structures do not
span the entire angular dimension, as the object feature moves from one EPI line
to another (see Fig.4.10). This has to be avoided, either by exact mechanical
adjustment (as it is the case for our system), or by calibration, because it reduces
the applicability of depth estimation algorithms (usually, these algorithms expect
the structure to be visible in the same EPI in all views).
In the case of an imperfect slit aperture, this causes varying angular range and

resolution in di�erent lines, violating the linearity of structures in EPI. As it is
hard to manufacture a slit with high precision, it is generally recommended to use
the tradition setup without the slit aperture whenever possible.

4.3 Depth estimation

The depth estimation algorithm used in this work was developed by AIT and is
largely based upon the algorithm described in [�to+14]. This is essentially a multi-
view stereo matching algorithm comparing image patches in di�erent views. More
precisely, multiple hypotheses are generated for each pixel in an arbitrarily chosen
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reference view, which correspond to multiple depth levels. These hypotheses are
then tested, with the best hypothesis yielding the �nal estimate.
Formally, the process can be de�ned by constructing cost maps Ci(x, y, φi) for

each pixel (x, y) and a speci�ed range of disparity slopes φi in EPI. Finally, the
disparity map D is computed by

D(x, y) = min
i
Ci(x, y, φi). (4.8)

D(x, y) corresponds to the disparity determined in each pixel. The �nal step is
to convert the determined disparity to absolute depth, which was described in
Sec.3.3.1 and includes a multiplication with a factor determined by calibration.
For relative measurements, this step can be omitted.
In order to compute Ci(x, y, φi), a cost function is required. The cost for a given

slope φi in the EPI is minimal when features on the slope are most similar based on
some similarity measure. In our case, Census Transforms (CT) of di�erent views
are checked for similarity by means of the Hamming distance. CT is a binary
�lter transform de�ned by comparing each pixel in an image with its m × m-
neighbourhood in a binary fashion. The result of the comparison is saved as a
(m×m− 1)-bit descriptor. For example, if a 3× 3-neighbourhood is used, 1 byte
(8 bits) is stored for each pixel. After performing this transform for each view in
the light-�eld, the census transforms of the corresponding patches are compared
with an arbitrary reference view using the Hamming distance (see Fig.4.11).
CT was �rst introduced in [ZW94] and was found to be comparable to other

widely used stereo measures, such as Normalized Cross-Correlation (NCC) or the
Sum of Absolute Di�erences (SAD) for depth estimation from EPIs in [�to+14].
At the same time, on many hardware platforms, it is also computationally very
e�cient and suitable for real-time processing. Other advantages include robust-
ness against brightness changes and its locality, making it suitable for parallel
implementation.
In order to formally describe the cost map computation, we de�ne by P(x, y, θ)

an m×m image patch that is centered around (x, y) in a particular view θ. A set
of image patches along a certain slope φ in the EPI is de�ned by

Ω(x, y, φ) = Pi(x+ φ(θi − θref ), y, θi), i = 1..n, (4.9)

where θref is the index of the reference view and n denotes the total number of
views. As the x-coordinate is not guaranteed to be an integer, interpolation has
to be used in general. In this work, linear interpolation was applied to the original
images for each tested hypothesis, before performing the Census Transform.
The cost function for the Census Transform in multi-view stereo matching is
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de�ned by

C(x, y, φ) =
∑
i

H(P(x, y, θi),P(x, y, θref ));P ∈ Ω(x, y, φ), i = 1..n, (4.10)

whereH is the Hamming distance, P(x, y, θref ) is the reference patch and P(x, y, θi)
is the corresponding image patch in the view θi. This procedure corresponds to
summing the Hamming distances between the corresponding patches on the slope
φ and the reference patch, P(x, y, θref ), respectively.
Before choosing the minimal cost, the cost stack C(x, y, φ) is low-pass �ltered

in a post-processing step. This regularizes the cost function and thus reduces
artifacts caused by noise or other interfering e�ects. A simple box �lter was used
in the view domain (x, y) in order to attain real-time performance and was found
to produce satisfactory results.
Notice however, that the depth estimation approach taken here is one optimized

for speed, while at the same time striving for acceptable result quality. As it is a
local approach, it doesn't really deal with outliers caused by noise or occlusions, or
absence of image structure hindering estimation of slopes in the EPI domain, which
can signi�cantly alter the outcome of the algorithm (although averaged out in the
results). In fact, the assumption is made that no occlusions occur in the recorded
light-�elds. This assumption was found to be valid for most inspected 2.5D relief
objects, as long as the maximal disparity remains relatively small. Furthermore,
no interpolation of missing depth values was used. Nevertheless, the algorithm
produced a dense depth map.
The algorithm was performed for all three channels with successive weighting of

the results. Weights of R = 1/4, G = 2/4, B = 1/4 were used in order to account
for denser information content in the green channel.

4.4 SNR-improvement, Refocusing and

All-in-focus images

Good signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is a prerequisite for further processing using
digital signal processing (DSP) algorithms. In imaging, high SNR is often achieved
either using smaller F-numbers to improve light conditions and reduce analog and
digital noise, or by increasing the exposure time. However, long exposure times are
inappropriate for line-scan imaging, resulting in motion blur and limiting system
performance, while small F-numbers reduce the depth-of-�eld and can also lead to
more severe optical aberrations.
To tackle these shortcomings, a solution often used in line-scan acquisitions

systems is to acquire more than one image of an object by using sensors with
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multiple lines and treating each of these lines as equivalent line-scan acquisitions,
similar to the line-scan light-�eld approach. After the acquisition, the individual
images are then aligned and integrated, allowing for theoretical increase of SNR
at best proportional to the number of integrated acquisitions n. This approach
is called time delay and integration (TDI) and is already implemented in some
CCD sensors on analogue level, before analog-to-digital conversion is performed
to circumvent digitizing errors [WYS92]. An implementation of TDI was also
proposed for RGB CMOS sensors, however o�ering less e�cient SNR improvement
of about

√
n [Bod+12].

Knowing that in an imaging system, each line of a sensor looks on an object in a
di�erent angle (except for telemetric lenses), it becomes clear that the applicability
of TDI is largely reduced to objects lying close to the focal plane of the camera.
Objects lying on di�erent depths are imaged at di�erent resolutions normally to the
transport and acquisitions of these cannot be added naively integrated. Applying
TDI on such objects results in motion blur.
As the line-scan light-�eld system performs multiple acquisitions of the same

object while simultaneously obtaining depth information, it can be used to intelli-
gently integrate correct pixels from these acquisitions to improve SNR. Note that
refocusing the light-�eld is equivalent to summing pixel values along slopes with
varying angle in the EPI. To introduce this formally, we de�ne

Eφ(x, y, θ) = E(x+ (θ − θ̄)φ, y, θ), (4.11)

where θ̄ is a (arbitrarily chosen) reference view. This corresponds to a �shift� in
the viewing domain by a amount proportional to φ. Then,

Iφ(x, y) =
n∑
θ=1

Eφ(x, y, θ) (4.12)

denotes a refocused view, where n is the number of views. Refocusing is possible
along the entire DoF. As a result of summing up pixels from di�erent views, Iφ
enhances SNR while providing shallower DoF. More precisely, SNR is improved by√
n. This can be derived from the fact that the added signals are correlated, thus

growing proportionally to n, while noise is usually uncorrelated, only growing by√
n. Thus,

SNRimproved =
S

N
SNR =

n√
n
SNR =

√
nSNR. (4.13)

Such refocusing thus improves SNR while at the same time reducing the DoF.
However, it is possible to keep the DoF constant together with the improvement
in SNR. Since the depth and hence the optimal integration slopes in the EPI are
already known after performing depth estimation, one can combine the di�erent
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refocused images by refocusing each pixel �optimally� along the correct slope. This
produces an all-in-focus image of the scene which enhances SNR by

√
n without

the shortcomings of TDI. It is worth pointing out that while TDI works on analog
level, all-in-focus image construction is applied only after digitalization. Thus,
all-in-focus images are equivalent to a so-called digital TDI, with the important
di�erence of locally adaptive integration along optimal EPI slopes.
One can also think of all-in-focus images as a way to improve the DoF. As a

consequence of the above, the use of an F-number F which is
√
n-times larger

yields approx. the same SNR in the all-in-focus image, while expanding the DoF
(remember that DoF is roughly proportional to F ).
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5 Results and discussion

In this chapter, experimental results obtained by the line-scan light-�eld system
are presented and discussed. For this, a variety of objects suitable for inspection
scenarios was acquired. These were divided into three categories:

1. ground-truth objects,

2. real 2.5-D/3-D objects with a non-�at surface, and

3. optical variable devices (OVDs), e.g. holograms.

A summary of parameters used for the algorithm is found in Tab.5.1.

5.1 Ground-truth objects

In order to �nd out the practical depth resolution, we used a 3-D printed ground-
truth object containing 5 slopes with di�erent gradients (see Tab.5.2 for a summary
of the di�erent slope gradients). A random pattern was applied on the object's
surface in order to provide our matching algorithm with enough structure for
correct depth estimation.
The object was subsequently acquired using both the high- and low-resolution

versions of the system (Fig.5.1 and Fig.5.4, respectively). Afterwards, the depth
estimation was performed. In both cases, directional illumination was used, and
the object was imaged using an aperture number of F = 5.6, resulting in di�erent
DoFs for the two setups. While the high-resolution setup has a DoF of approx.
1.4 mm, the low-resolution setup has a DoF of approx. 7 mm. In both cases, the
system was focused on 0 mm, which results in considerable defocus for the high-
resolution setup in some parts of the ground-truth object (see Fig.5.1D). On the
other hand, the low-resolution setup remains mostly in focus on the whole object
(see Fig.5.4B).
From the qualitative depth map comparison (Fig.5.1F and Fig.5.4D), it is evi-

dent that the overall shape of the object was reconstructed correctly.
In order to make a quantitative assessment, the height values of the steepest

slope and the middle slope were further plotted against the predicted slopes (Figs.
5.2, 5.3, 5.5 and 5.6). To take into account deformations of the ground-truth
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All objects
Cost function Census transform
Patch size 3× 3
Cost computation interpolation bilinear
Grond-truth high resolution
Cost stack �ltering mean
Filter domain 5× 5
Filter iterations 3
Disparity step per hypothesis 1
Grond-truth low resolution
Cost stack �ltering mean
Filter domain 3× 3
Filter iterations 3
Disparity step per hypothesis 1
Coin
Cost stack �ltering mean
Filter domain 5× 5
Filter iterations 3
Disparity step per hypothesis 0.5
Coin group with slit aperture system
Cost stack �ltering mean
Filter domain 5× 5
Filter iterations 3
Disparity step per hypothesis 0.2
Plaster
Cost stack �ltering mean
Filter domain 3× 3
Filter iterations 3
Disparity step per hypothesis 0.5
EUR10 banknote
Cost stack �ltering mean
Filter domain 5× 5
Filter iterations 3
Disparity step per hypothesis 1

Table 5.1: Summary of depth estimation algorithm parameters.

object after the printing, the height of the object was also measured at various
points along the slopes using a dial indicator with a resolution of 0.05 mm. The
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Length across slope [mm] 100
Slope 1 Slope 2 Slope 3 Slope 4 Slope 5

Width of each slope [mm] 10
Height left [mm] 0 0 0 0 0
Height right [mm] 1 2 3 4 5
Gradient [%] 1 2 3 4 5

Table 5.2: Summary of slopes on the ground-truth object.

measurements are shown in the corresponding �gures.
Looking at the height measurement plots, the estimated slope deviates slightly

from the theoretical slope, but exact measurement with the dial indicator shows
that these deviations can largely be attributed to deformations of the object itself.
There is a slight inaccuracy of the algorithm on the lower part of the highest slope,
but as this inaccuracy is consistent in both the high- and low-resolution plots, it
can also be suspected to be a deformation in the object between the measurement
and the acquisition.
Due to the dense sampling in the angular domain, it is a non-trivial task to

derive theoretically the maximal depth resolution of our system. On one hand,
one may use as a lower limit the resolution obtained with one disparity step in
a standard stereo, but as already discussed before, the resolution of the light-
�eld system is in fact higher. Moreover, the depth estimation algorithms available
nowadays can mostly work with sub-disparity steps, assuming smoothness in the
cost domain. As the measurement performed using the ground-truth object was
deemed to produce roughly correct depth values, it was decided to measure the
resolution using the standard deviations of depth values obtained for each height
along the slopes, i.e. the standard deviations of depth values across each slope.
The standard deviation interval was then taken as the depth resolution at that
height. Tab. 5.3 summarizes the measurement.
Comparing the two resolutions used, it is rather interesting that the low-resolution

setup has seemingly higher depth resolution (approx. 70 μm on the steepest slope
and 45 μm on the middle slope on average, compare Tab.5.3) than the high-
resolution setup (93 μm on average on the middle slope and 155 μm on average
on the steepest slope). This can be explained twofold: Firstly, the low resolu-
tion proves to be bene�cial in depth estimation of the ground-truth object, as the
structures printed on it mostly match the size of the pixels in this case. Therefore,
depth can be exactly estimated in the majority of pixels. This decreases the devia-
tions from the exact value. Secondly, the angular range of the low-resolution setup
is actually higher than that of the high-resolution setup, further contributing to
depth estimation when using sub-disparity measurement (when only considering
depth for one disparity, the depth resolution is lower, since the lateral resolution
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Resolution [μm]
highest lowest average std

High-resolution steepest slope 60.4 305.5 154.6 47.5
High-resolution middle slope 47.9 155.1 93.2 22.1
Low-resolution steepest slope 39.5 109.6 69.9 18.5
Low-resolution middle slope 25.7 78.1 44.6 11.2

Table 5.3: Quantitative results of the depth resolution measurement. For each
measured slope (Figs. 5.2, 5.3, 5.5 and 5.6), the minimal, maximal,
and average resolution is shown, as well as its standard deviation. The
resolution hereby corresponds to the measured standard deviations and
their variations along the respective slopes. The standard deviations
are calculated across the y-dimension of each slope, assuming that the
height of the slope on one x-position is constant.

is also lower).
Another important result deduced from the measurement is that the depth res-

olution seems to be almost constant in the low-resolution setup, while the depth
resolution of the high-resolution setup varies greatly in di�erent heights. This can
be attributed to the larger depth-of-�eld of the low-resolution setup, which spans
almost the whole depth range, while the other setup has a very limited depth-of-
�eld compared to the total height of the object. This causes structures on higher
positions to become blurred, limiting the applicability of the algorithm, which re-
lies on sharp spatial gradients in the images. Thus, the depth resolution becomes
as low as 300 μm on the steepest slope on its upper part, which is very blurry.
Although the previous discussion seems to undermine the importance of high

spatial resolution in depth estimation, this is not the case. Rather, it seems that the
structure on the selected ground-truth object is more suited to the low-resolution
setup. This means that the high-resolution setup requires a larger matching win-
dow to match the same structures as the low-resolution setup. An additional
argument in favor of the low-resolution setup is its higher baseline and therefore a
higher stereo depth resolution (compare Tab.4.2). On the other hand, depth esti-
mation is highly dependent on the type of inspected object. Naturally, to obtain
more detailed depth maps, it is necessary to work with high spatial resolutions.
Objects that contain many detailed structures can thus largely bene�t from in-
creased spatial resolution. Furthermore, when inspecting metallic objects, it is
often bene�cial to increase spatial resolution so that the structure of the material
itself can be observed, thus enabling more detailed pattern matching. Of course,
this tends to limit the depth-of-�eld, so that a compromise has to be found in
most real-life cases. That being said, we will focus on testing the system in more
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realistic scenarios in the next section.

5.2 Real 3-dimensional objects

Real testing objects in this study were chosen to be representative of objects which
are suitable for inspection using the system. Non-�at objects like coins and plasters
were considered. Additionally, a folded banknote was taken as an example of a
printed object containing periodic texture. In print inspection, high speeds (up
to 10 m/s) are often required. These present a major problem mechanically, as
paper tends to fold at these speeds. Measuring the depth of the paper would
allow to compute a warping pattern which would correct for the folding, making
print inspection a lot easier. Additionally, features such as intaglio printing, very
popular in security print, could become measurable.

5.2.1 Historical coin

The �rst experiment was done inspecting a historical coin using the high-resolution
setup. This should serve as an example for inspecting and reconstructing metallic
objects. These objects are traditionally hard to image, since their multiple re�ec-
tions hinder proper correlation. Fig.5.7 shows the achieved results. The system
was focused on the top of the coin surface, using F = 5.6 and di�use axial illu-
mination, which is suitable for metallic objects, producing bright-�eld for a wide
range of surface normals.
Having a closer look at the displayed depth map, one can see recognize detailed

features of the coin, such as its elevated border or the protruding crown in the
middle. These features are also visible in the 3-D reconstructed model. Another
interesting comparison can be made between a hypothetic TDI image (Fig.5.7C)
and the all-in-focus image produced by our method (Fig.5.7D). Considerable mo-
tion blur is visible in the TDI image, whereas the all-in-focus image reduces noise
but preserves detail in all focal planes. Admittedly, real TDI systems usually show
smaller baselines, which reduces this problem somewhat, but it still occurs for
objects which show high height variations.

5.2.2 Plaster

A similar experiment using the same setup, albeit with directional illumination,
was performed on a medical plaster (Fig.5.8). In this case, the goal was to detect
small height variations in the holes of the plaster. The system was focused on the
top of the plaster surface using F = 4 and directional illumination.
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Figure 5.1: Ground-truth object acquired using the high-resolution setup (20
μm/px). Slopes rise from left to right, with the shallowest slope on
the top. (A), (B) and (C) show the left-most, central, and right-most
views of the object, respectively. In (D), the highlighted parts from (B)
are magni�ed. On the bottom of the �gure, a qualitative comparison
between the theoretical ground-truth (E) and the real depth map (F)
is shown. A summary of the depth estimation algorithm parameters
for each object in the results section can be found in Tab.5.1.
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Figure 5.2: Height measurement along the steepest slope with the high-resolution
setup. The black dashed line corresponds to the predicted height. The
slope was plotted horizontally rather than with the real gradient in
order to make the comparison with the measurement easier. The black
line shows the estimated mean height (with the mean being computed
from height values measured across the slope) while the grey area cor-
responds to the standard deviation. The blue line corresponds to the
height values measured with the dial indicator.
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Figure 5.3: Height measurement along the middle slope with the high-resolution
setup. The black dashed line corresponds to the predicted height. The
slope was plotted horizontally rather than with the real gradient in
order to make the comparison with the measurement easier. The black
line shows the estimated mean height (with the mean being computed
from height values measured across the slope) while the grey area cor-
responds to the standard deviation. The blue line corresponds to the
height values measured with the dial indicator.
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Figure 5.4: Acquisition of the ground-truth object using the low-resolution setup
(40 μm/px). Slopes rise from left to right, with the shallowest slope
on the top. (A) shows the central views of the object. In (B), the
highlighted parts from (A) are magni�ed. On the bottom of the �gure,
a qualitative comparison between the theoretical ground-truth (C) and
the real depth map (D) is shown. A summary of the depth estimation
algorithm parameters for each object in the results section can be found
in Tab.5.1.
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Figure 5.5: Height measurement along the steepest slope with the low-resolution
setup. The black dashed line corresponds to the predicted height. The
slope was plotted horizontally rather than with the real gradient in
order to make the comparison with the measurement easier. The black
line shows the estimated mean height (with the mean being computed
from height values measured across the slope) while the grey area cor-
responds to the standard deviation. The blue line corresponds to the
height values measured with the dial indicator.
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Figure 5.6: Height measurement along the middle slope with the low-resolution
setup. The black dashed line corresponds to the predicted height. The
slope was plotted horizontally rather than with the real gradient in
order to make the comparison with the measurement easier. The black
line shows the estimated mean height (with the mean being computed
from height values measured across the slope) while the grey area cor-
responds to the standard deviation. The blue line corresponds to the
height values measured with the dial indicator.
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Figure 5.7: Surface reconstruction of a historical coin using the high-resolution
setup. (A) shows the central view from the system, (B) shows the
color-coded disparity map (blue - bottom, red - top), (C) shows a
TDI acquisition using a hypothetical digital TDI system with the same
parameters as ours. (D) shows the all-in-focus image generated by
integrating the correct slopes. In (E), a 3-D model generated from
(B) is displayed. A 7 × 7 medial �lter was applied to (B) before 3-D
visualization.
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Figure 5.8: Depth measurement of a plaster using the high-resolution setup. (A)
shows the left-most view, (B) the right-most view. (C) displays magni-
�ed images of the highlighted zones, while (D) shows the �nal disparity
map.

As the material inside the holes is a textile, the experiment was successful. On
textiles in general, the algorithm is expected to work very well, as these materials
mostly have a very visible macroscopic structure. Another remarkable result was
the correct and detailed matching of the surface material. This material (a kind
of plastic) has signi�cant specular component and as can be seen in the �gure,
produces micro-re�ections on the surface. Interestingly, these re�ections prove
bene�cial in this case, since their pattern does not change dramatically when
changing the viewing angle, despite employing directional illumination. Note that
the holes are visible in the depth map despite being only approx. 0.1 mm lower
than the rest of the surface. This proves that the depth resolution of the system
is highly material-dependent (note on the ground-truth object, 0.1 mm seemed to
be the limit for depth resolution).

5.2.3 EUR10 Banknote

Another experiment was performed to assess the stability of the algorithm against
periodic structures (Fig.5.9). For this purpose, a banknote seems to be a per-
fect inspection object given the fact that the so-called Guilloché patterns are very
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popular in banknote design. As discussed elsewhere, periodic patterns are prob-
lematic in stereo depth reconstruction, particularly with large matching windows,
although this is also the case for our 3 × 3 matching window, as some structures
on the banknote are smaller than that. The acquisition was performed using the
low-resolution setup. Directional illumination was used together with an aperture
of F = 5.6. The banknote was folded to simulate a realistic inspection scenario.
Looking at Fig.5.9D and E, it is apparent that the algorithm is very stable

in high spatial frequency patterns, but less stable in lower frequencies. While
the disparity map in Fig.5.9D doesn't show any signi�cant correlation with the
pattern on the banknote, Fig.5.9E does. This is likely caused by the speci�c
spatial frequencies of the pattern. While (D) contains a high-frequency texture,
which allows for reliable depth measurement in each pixel, the frequencies in (E)
are lower, enabling depth measurement only in areas with notable gradients. In
general, sharp gradients increase the probability that the correct slope will be
detected. Another improvement could be expected with a larger matching window.
By applying the cost aggregation described in Sec.4.3, the depth values in each
pixel even out, nevertheless, small di�erences remain in the depth map. Notice
also the increased height of the number �10�. This is not an artifact, but rather
correct detection of the intaglio print.

5.2.4 Group of coins imaged using the slit aperture setup

The last depth measurement was performed using the slit aperture system and a
set of coins, placed on top of each other (Fig.5.10). Directional illumination was
used for the acquisition and the aperture number was F = 4. This acquisition
has particularly homogeneous illumination over the whole �eld-of-view due to the
small area that has to be lit. Additionally, the depth-of-�eld is relatively high, and
depth can be estimated on the whole image area, with a height di�erence of about
10 mm between the lowest and highest point of the scene.
The setup handled the large high di�erences and the strong re�ections of the

coins very well, showing noticeable depth variations between the �gures on the
upper coin and its ground surface. Although there is higher noise on the lower
coin, most likely attributed to the blur caused by a lower depth-of-�eld, the border
of the coin as well as individual letters can still be recognized in the depth map.
Also, a low amount of noise is found on the stone ground plate.
The comparison between the central view, TDI simulation and all-in-focus image

in Fig.5.10C shows that while the all-in-focus image clearly improves the signal-
to-noise ratio compared to the central view, it also doesn't introduce the motion
blur seen in the TDI image.
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Figure 5.9: Low-resolution setup acquisition of a EUR10-banknote. (A) shows the
central view, while (B) shows the color-coded disparity map. In (C), a
3-D model of the disparity map is displayed, which shows the general
trend of the folded banknote. (D) and (E) show two di�erent areas of
the banknote, magni�ed.
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Figure 5.10: Slit-aperture setup acquisition of two coins placed over each other.
(A) shows the central view, while (B) shows the obtained disparity
map. In (C), a zoomed-in part of the central view is shown (left),
along with a simulation of TDI (middle) and the all-in-focus image
(right).
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Figure 5.11: Cutout from the di�ractive stripe of the new EUR5 banknote, dis-
playing the number 5 with changing coloring. From left to right: left
view, central view and right view.

5.3 Optical variable devices

Even though 3-dimensional objects are the main focus of line-scan light-�eld in-
spection, it is interesting to apply the principle to the inspection of other viewing
angle-dependent �at objects, such as optical variable devices (OVDs). These be-
come more and more prevalent in the security industry. In this section, two view-
dependent objects are presented: an di�ractive pattern on the EUR5 banknote
(Fig.5.11) and a hologram (Fig.5.12). In each �gure, three di�erent views (left,
central and right) are shown, highlighting the radical changes in appearance those
objects exhibit w.r.t. the di�erent views.
It has to be noted that these changes cannot only be attributed to the change

in viewing angle. Instead, changes in viewing angle together with the changes in
illumination angle have to be taken into account. As the illumination used for the
experiments was directional, di�erent viewing angles capture di�erent maxima of
the di�raction pattern produced by the hologram. When using di�use illumination,
appearance changes are far less apparent.
Using directional illumination combined with light-�elds enables e�ective OVD

acquisition, since the number of views and the respective viewing angles can be
adjusted for each OVD to precisely match its di�raction pattern. For the experi-
ments in this section, 12 views were extracted. In Fig.5.11, 80 sensor lines spacing
between each view was su�cient to display signi�cant color shift. This corresponds
to an angular range of 6.2° (compare Tab.4.2). For Fig.5.12, a line spacing of 120
lines was necessary to reach the �rst di�raction maximum (angular range of 6.8°).
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Figure 5.12: Security hologram by Dai Nippon Printing (DNP). Views 1, 4, 8, and
12 are shown. While the change between the �rst two views is only
marginal, a gradual shift between the two 3-dimensional texts appears
more apparent in the remaining views.
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6 Conclusions

In this study, it was shown that light-�elds can be successfully applied to indus-
trial inspection for a variety of objects and materials. For this purpose, a line-scan
light-�eld system was presented, which captures the 3-D light-�eld of an object
moving with constant velocity under the camera. As the inspection system only
consists of a o�-the-shelf industrial-grade area-scan camera together with a suit-
able optics and a transport means, it is easy to install and operate. Obtaining
a light-�eld of the inspected object instead of a simple image enables surface re-
construction and depth estimation, digital refocusing and depth-of-�eld extension,
together with multi-view capability. For depth estimation, it was shown that
suitable depth estimation algorithms exist which can reliably reconstruct reliefs.
Census transform (CT) was used as a similarity measure in this work because of
its speed and robustness against variations in illumination, although other (and
more high-quality) algorithms such as normalized cross-correlation (NCC) could
also be applied, if computational power is not a limiter. Additionally, for optical
variable devices such as security holograms, it is su�cient to compare multiple
views, e.g. to check for correct printing.
A theoretical background on light-�elds was presented and used in conjunction

with the line-scan light-�eld system to derive how the light-�eld is sampled by the
system. This rigorous approach has the additional advantage of being usable in
wave optics, when the light-�eld function is switched with its wave-optical equiv-
alent, the Wigner function, or the previously mentioned augmented light-�eld. In
that case, only the description of the light-�eld itself changes, but not the descrip-
tion of the system itself.
The system was tested using two optical con�gurations and two illumination

con�gurations. For both optical con�gurations, the result of depth estimation was
tested against a 3-D printed ground truth. This yielded a maximal depth resolu-
tion of approx. 100 μm, although a strong dependence on image sharpness and
feature size was found. Additionally, multiple real-life test objects were acquired
which show the versatility of the system. It was shown that using di�use axial illu-
mination, accurate depth estimates can be obtained on specular surfaces, such as
metal coins. Directional illumination is mostly suitable for OVDs, whose re�ection
characteristics depend not only on the viewing angle, but also on the illumination
angle. For Lambertian surfaces, the choice of illumination is not as crucial, as long
as the imaged area is lit homogeneously and with su�cient power.
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In addition to the standard con�gurations, an alternative system was proposed
which enhances the angular range, while at the same time reducing the �eld-of-
view (and thus the illuminated area) by inserting a slit aperture between the lens
and the object. This con�guration was demonstrated on a stack of metal coins
and found to be equally capable of producing depth maps, although the lack of
light might be a problem if fast acquisition speeds have to be achieved.
An advantage of the line-scan light-�eld setup compared to other systems used

for depth estimation, such as stereo systems, is that light-�elds provide more angu-
lar information than a stereo pair of images and can therefore reach higher depth
resolutions, while reducing the problem of insu�cient angular sampling. The an-
gular range is variable and can be chosen just by an electronic re-con�guration of
the camera.
It was shown here that very good results can be achieved with the system with a

simple mechanical adjustment and without elaborated calibration. This can prove
to be of bene�t in comparison to line-scan stereo systems or camera arrays, which
often require complex calibrating procedures to produce precise results.
A disadvantage can be seen in the lower speed of this system compared to

stereo due to a larger amount of data to be transferred and processed. This is
currently an area of research and can be signi�cantly enhanced by implementing
the algorithms on a speci�c hardware (e.g. �eld-programmable gate arrays (FPGA)
or digital signal processors (DSP)). Also, even sparser sampling of the light-�eld
is thinkable, with only 4 or 8 lines instead of 12, as was used here. One aspect
we did not deal with here is how the quality of the reconstruction relates to the
sampling density in angular direction.
Another disadvantage is related to the fact that lenses always feature some kind

of optical aberration, especially further away from the optical axis, so that this
can worsen the quality of the obtained views. This however can be diminished by
applying an appropriate software correction and further by the choice of a high-
quality lens which produces acceptable results in the whole angular range. This
however requires additional computational power, which might be better spent on
the depth estimation, if the issue isn't signi�cant.
Light-�elds o�er great advantages to a range of di�erent imaging areas, including

industrial imaging, although their full potential hasn't been explored as of yet.
They provide high amounts of data ready to be processed and used. Therefore it
is not unusual to see great interest for such systems in the industry. Personally,
I hope that light-�eld imaging systems become more and more prevalent in every
area of imaging and that possibilities related to them will be progressively revealed.
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